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Introduction.

Geology as a science is of recent origin. It proposes

_ ,
to study-the history of the earth from tlie

Geology,
. , . .

*
. ,;s;|

beginping of its existence to the present

time. It includes the study nof-merely of the rocky

material but also of the remnants of plants and animals

found imbedded in the rocks of the earth’ These rem-

nants belong to plants and animals that inhabited the -

earth at different stages. They show the changes whicli

the plants and animals have undergone in reaching their\
present condition- In order to understand clearly what

changes must have taken place on the solid layer of the

earth-crust in ages gone by w^nust study the changes

which are taking place to-day Irecause “the study of the

present is the key to the past”. It is hence that geology
_

includes the study of the various agencies which bring

about clianges on the earth-crust.
; ^

Geology can be studied from several poipjts of .view,

such as the chemical, biological, engi-

its importance to neering or agricultural. The subject of^"
Agriculture. . . , L ‘

geology IS of-importance to agriculture in

as much as it deals with the formation- and decomposition

Wf minerals andjE^ds^ffonTwM soilg'arD'defived, AH -
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PREFACE.
-. 0 :-

There is no book on Agricultural Geology published

so far, which will satisfy the needs of a student of Indian

(Agriculture. He can study the minerals and rocks as

also the apemcfe# which fbmi-them and disintegrate,them

from BobFs' on general geotogy ; he can studyJhgJsiSSi

tion~bf soils'frbm books" on Agrawiitawal^^Gkemist^^

r^'SGiH^^dian rock-formations from bgok§_on__Inffan

CK^^,'"-but there is no book which gives the

il^essary information from these three types of books.

My experience in teaching Agricultural Geology for over

1& years has enabled me to put this information together

in one place to satisfy the needs of a student of Indian

Agriculture. I have tried to be as brief as ppssMe with-

out sacrificing any important point. This small book is

.

' not an attempt to publish anything original but is an

attempt to remove a long—felt want of a book on Agri-

cultural Geology for the use of Indian students'.

The books consulted are mentioned in the Biblio-

graphy and I feel it my duty to acknowledge my. indeb-

tedness to the authors of those books.
^

. My sincere thanks are due to my friend .Prof. N. W,

Kanitkar for going through the manuscript and the pj^Jt

. and making valuable suggestions.
'

'

.

;

My thanks are also due to my friend Mr. V-. N.

\ Gokhaie, Lecturer at the Poona Agricultural College and

' Mr D. B. Guzdar, for their help in taking Photog.

PoohA.

_f ^^ovember 1926
»



Preface to tlie Second Edition. f

): 0 :(

The first two chapters have been enlarged and re-f

written. A small addition has been made to the third

and the fourth chapters giving hints on the identifica-

tion of minerals and rocks. The rest of the chapters are

mere reprints of the first edition.

*'
1
' p

25th tay 1929
'

}
Sahasrabuddhe.
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the agricultural lands are formed from the various rocky

formations of the earth and it is therefore essential for the

scientific study of the soils to understand fully the for-

mation and composition of the rocks and of the minerals

of which they are made up, the agencies which bring

about decomposition and the products of decomposition.

s

,

^-In studying geology it is important to get some idea

about the origin of the earth and its

present condition. In recent years pre-

cise methods of inquiry, especially the

use of the spectroscope to the study of the stars

have helped to confirm the old ne^l^Jiypoihs^is,

According to this hypothesis, the solar system ex-

istedat one time as a, _nebula—a ^cloudy Jncandescent

masi~*‘or^tbgt. This nebula extended at least as
'

' iK’as fe outermost planet of the solar system. ' It-

w

as

or gases. Due ti^j^

/ process ,pf cooling .ag^Slpbudensing various rings w^,
tlaown out. These rings,on disruption and further cghf-

den^tioiTfeisame what we call the planets of our seia^'

.

system. The planets ^emselves went on condensiSg
j

and threw pflF rings as seen at present in the case ofi

• Saturn. The .‘.rings of' the other planets broke upartdl-;

forp^ satellites, ],ike pjjr, pioon. The central incande-

scent mass left; yet is the sun. It seems that the materi-

;

.als'in tlie nebula arranged themselves according to thdr’’

densities, the lightest nSaterial being outside and the

heaviest occupying the inside portion. This is seen

from thd densities of the planets. If the density of the

earth is takeq. as one t|j^ that of mercury which

neatest the sun is'^.12 isMleme de/tti4igs of the pla«^

i
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earth consists of tnree spheres :—(1) \he *at-

The three spheres
a.gaseous

round the earthi-*(2) below 1;|e |itmQss

^hefe,; is the secdnd envelope called the OT!^<^h©r(^

. whtcfct consists of water and (3) tile lithospl^^^ cei|h

•||'! tral globe cool and solid on |surfa

^^
^^^ery

- From the arrangement of the^pherdHLfel 'Wseen

^ that our earth is very much what, a8cor{M^to\tn|e n,0u-^

lar hypothesis it might be expected-tb'wnyOnj^he Out-

side is the lightest layer of gases, bi^o^-'a is**«Jjp kyei^if

water which is denser than the ga^s‘JSutii^tir than tils'

rocks. \iPie.XQ&ks. themssIv^aJiave/^^efeeJ

,
ftcgiia^QJtoihree.^ Js..fiya

j'j a halfy.) Hence,5*^'^ay inier that th^hi&ea pfetion of th©

\
Outside the orbit of the earth are less than one and the'

density of neptune, the outermost planet is only O-l 6.

The outside of the earth is now quite-cool; but abun-
dant proof exists to show that the interior

;
duion ofthfeS. is vety hot. A large propor-

tion of the planetM^ hotter than molten
iron. The earth must have been dpce in the state of

incandescent vapour and it has ever since that time been
cooling and contracting. Its present shape affords strong

presumption in favour of the opinion th^ the globe was
once in a plastic condition. The flattening at the poles

and bulging at the equator, is just the kiape which a

plastic mass would assume under the infli|ence of the

movement of rotation, imparted to it when detached from

the parent nebula. ^

yr

/
r



lithosphere consists of heavy materials, and may be

metaUic. There is thus an evidence of arrangement of

the planet’s materials in successive sphencal shells accord-

ing to their densities.

The limits between the solid, liquid and gaseous por-

tions ofthe earh are not absolute. Water is found pene-

trating rocks and also as vapour in the atmosphere. The

gases of the atmosphere are found dissolved in water and

also imprisoned in rocks of the solid earth. Particles of

the solid portion are found hanging in a finely divided

state in the atmosphere and in suspension in water.

'
It is supposed that the present gaseous and liquid

envelopes of the planet form only a portion of the origi-

nal mass of gas and water. Fully a half of the outer

solid shell of the earth consists of oxygen which once

existed in the atmosphere. The water also has, to a great

_ jnt been absorbed by minerals. It has been estimated

^hat already one-third of the whole mass of the ocean

has been absorbed. k^'Eventually the surface of the planet

will probably resemble that of the moon—a globe with-

out air or water or life of any kind.

’The atmosphere extends from the surface of the earth

|;o a distonce which has been variously esfi-

The Atmosphere,

^
0^*45 toJoo'mjles. Tjl,e

,
.pies-

suie.exertedby the^aimosphereat^the sea—level is 14|

itounds every sq^uare inch. Th^ ^hnosphere consists of

a'Wxture "of gases, the clr^fif which arl!*4itorgen and

"oxygen. .Besides these there are variable quantities of

/f^qjjgpus vapouf^ip^bon ^oxide, argon and small quanti-

/.jiies of hydrogen/aiB^TOi^ OMne and^i^^ acid.

'i'- V’ A r
'

. ^

.



Sea-level,

The hydrosphere consists of the oceanic waters

„ ,
which cover nearly three-fourths of the

The Hydrosphere. ^ a nearth s surface. All the oceans are con-

nected at the surface but they have distinct basins.

The surface of the sea is in sliarp contrast with that

Sea-level
former seems to

be level. It is the. datum plane
,

from
which all elevations on land are measured. It is cf^ed
the sea-level.

- r

Average depth of the ocean is estimated to_ be aboirt

two and one-halfmiles, the greatest known

of water. cieptli being nearly six miles.„The average

volume of sea-water is nearly fifteeri

times the volume of land above sea-level. If the surface

of the lithosphere is brought to a common level by
planing down all continental platforms and building up

.

the.deep parts of the ocean basins the oceanic water will

cover the whole of the earth to a depth of nearly twbs^
.miles. .

'

There is a good deal of mineral matter in sea-water.
'

Whatever might have been the original

composition of the sea water it has for

ages together received mineral matter in

solution from the land and so sea-water contains more or

less every substance which the terestrial water can re-.,

move from land. ,The„.ayerage proportion of saIine.conr,

gtituents in the oceanic wat^s^fer away, fro.m ..lapd.i^,

three.and a half percent. If all thelmineral matter now ifi-

•solution in the sea were taken out of it, its .aggregate"

volume would be equal to about one-fifth ofthe volume
. .A...

af aU lands now^.ove the sea-]^vel.

1;



Within the gaseous and watery envelopes lies the inner

solid globe. The only portion of it which.
Lithosphere.

j-jgjjjg above the sea, is visible to us and

forms what we term land, occupies a little more than

one-fourth of the total surface of the globe. The land

above the s^-level is chiefly in the northern hemisphere

and is in large masses which taper southwards to about

halfthe distance between the equator and the south pole»

* Earth crust ’ is a term used to denote the upper or

Earth-crast
ou^er cQol solid layer of the earth’s mass

.

which is accessible to human observation

and in which lie the chief materials of geological invest^a'

tion. The thickness of this layer has been estimated

to be somewhere between10 and 20 miles.

The interior of the earth is very hot as is indicated by

the volcanoes and hot springs., It has

also been estimated that for every 60 feet

deep we go, there is an increase of 1°F^

dn temperature. If this ral^ontinues regularly it woul4

give* at a depth of 25 miles h temperature sufficient to

melt almok any rock at atmospheric pressure.

About the conditions of the earth’s interior different.
t ,

* '

,. ..?i
C ' views are held. According to one theory

SS'oSJtion® the mtCTior of the earth Js,^. in ajnoltep^’

'
'*• *4 ‘¥‘’

’ state an<I is surrounded^by,^^^M|idg:uat..

1'hiq.Yiew is suppoi^iS^rst^bj faqt that the interior,

of the earth at a depth- of 20 miles is so hot as to have any

irhck in'a molten condition aud'secoh'dly bythe presence

‘"qf the voli^noes which obffiiiqj^eff material from-

the interior of‘tihe earth. ,.,^nae hc^ t1ie^ view that a.

thin sphd OT^:|o-^'yTS^'^'biftIpw 'kgpIdMiave been;

'Intorior of the
eijfth.
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drawn out by the influence ofthe moon and the sun.

They say that the earth is solid throughout. Although

it is hot inside the pressure from above has kept it in a

solid state. When from any cause this pressure is re-

lieved internal material becomes liquified locally and

gives origin to volcanoes. There are others who think

that there is a thin viscous intermediate stratum, re-

posing on a solid core, and covered by a solid crust. The
crust, according to this theory, is solid because it is al-

ready cooled, the intermediate molten stratum exists where

the downward pressure is insufficent to prevent liquifeo-

tion, and the nucleus is kept solid by the excessive

pressure at great depths. Finally there is a fourth

theory, according to which the earth is a globe of gas,

enveloped first by an inner molten layer and next by an

outer solid crust. For all purposes of geological study

the first theory is the most satisfactory.

Geology may be divided into two main divisiosas

Divisiqns and ^^i^^ical and Historical geology/

^
scope of each PlbyScal 'g^dBfy treats of the' ori^h,

composition, and arrangement of the

materials of the earth-crust, and Historical geology deals

with the past conditions and aspects of the globe, and

of the life with which its lands and waters have been

successively peopled. Each of the|p«fpivisions is further

divided into sections. The Ewmc^ geology includes.

andJ^^^gi^,,gSol9gy. .Dyna-

mical geology treats agencies concerned in the

formation, elevatiom^rfia degra^tion of rockmass. Petro-

logical geology wit^.i3^^omposition and* arrange-

ment of roci



Historical geology includes Palaeontology and Strati'-

graphy. Palaeontology deals with the animals and

plants found as fossils in the rocks, while stratigraphical

geology is devoted to the description of the various gea>-

logical formations and the past conditions of the surface

of the globe.

In studying the formation of soils we have to study

Treatment of the
composition of minerals and rocks and

snbjaotinthe the action of the various agencies on
°°

them. For a clear understanding it is

better to study in the first place the action of the agen-

cies independently of the study of the minerals and rocks.

The chapters of this book are so arranged that we first

of all study the action of the various agencies and then

the composition of important minerals and rocks. Then
comes a chapter on the rock systems of India. This is

followed by a chapter on the formation of soils. The
last two chapters deal with the soils of India and those

i*6f the Bombay Presidency.



CHAPTER II,

Agencies which form and disintegrate Rocks.

.
geology treats of the agencies concerned

in the formation, elevation and disintegration of rock
masses.

The agencies may be divided into two classes, the

Agencies.
S^srnal or the outer agencies such as

and life and internal or inner
agencies such as volcanoes, earthquakes and mist-
movement.

The air envelopes the earth on every side; acts
mechanically by its currents of wind^and
chemically by the gases of which it is corn-

:obM tempQr^toe liave important .effects on
rocks and soils. In dry climates where
the daily range of temperature is exces«

in Sahara and other deserts^ the
alteration in expansion and contraction of ithe smface
rocks IS so great as to break them into smaU pieced aM
linally to reduce them to fine particles. Movements of
t e atmosphere cause winds ajndthe winds kave destruc-
«ve, preservative and reproductive actions. Winds aet
destructively upon rocks, botk by the actual pressure**
^erted and also by hurling rock fragments, against themJ

inds Mso blow and drift-kbout allksdse-materials carry-*

Mechanical
Action.



/ :3 and' piling th3m

destructive action of wi
them from one plac<

Examples of the <

1. In some parts of the NhoAlt, 8 feet of eoff

is swept away in 2600 years or nearly 4

inches in 100 years.

2. Foundations of buildings are laid bare as m

North China.
^

.

3. Houses and chimneys are blown up.

4. Scooping action of stones kept in gyration

helps in grinding down rocks.

Growth of dust on ancient monuments and cities is

30de.xample of the preservative action. Archeao-

:al Departments publish accounts of temples and

„ accumulations of dust, sand and other
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ridges. The sand hills are found along coast,
lines of oceans or large lakes where sandy
shores are exposed to drying heat and wind.
Similar effects are produced in the sandy
deserts of Sahara, Arabia &c.

On the Malabar coast sand dunes are common. In
he northern portion of the western coasty near about
Bombay, no sand hiUs have been noticed^but further
north m Surat, Broach, Kathiawar and Cutch blown sand
IS found in several places. Sand dunes are frequently-
found on the banks of such rivers as the Godavari, Krish-
na and Cauvery. The Rajputana desert is one wide ex-
panse of windblown sand. The prevailing winds have
heaped up the sands in a well marked series of ri%es.
which resemble magnified wind ripples.

Many rocks contain lower oxides ofmelals. These

Ohemioal action. ^SsPlS-to air conxbine with addi-
tional o.xygen. In so doing they 'alter

their volume and chahge their colour, the first aids
in broking ,up the":- rock. Air with water oxidises

^&LSillE.Hdes. The ^onl!ldioride ' ofthe "ISr'

'

^ which* '

are attirbuted to water. hy^yation are alsO'
actions which may be colisiSereTKere'druncfer water.
The effect of the combined action of these is to bring
about changes., in the rocky material especially on the

‘

surface of rocks.
.

'
.

Weathering includes all the actions of the various'

Weathering.
and • it means the total combined ^

G^cct of all the nc^teoric agencies in
changing a mineral -or a rock. The^ ’fathering action is;
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- Water brings about two kinds'of changes upon

Water.
Surface of the earth, (i ) liacts chemicaUy
not only on the surface but also when it

sinks under ground. (2) It acts mechanically by washing
away loose material and depositing it ip oceans^ lakes or
-on the river banks &c.

.
Chemical action of water is the same as described

'ihemieai action,
Rain Water dissolves gases from

the atmosphere on its way to the earth’s

surface. -.5 One litre or 1000 cc. of rain water contains on
an average 25 cc.^ofc^air. The composition of this dissolved
air shows 64 perce^ of nitrogen. 55 npirrpnt nf

^nostly chemical although many of the processes of

weathering are mainly physical or mechanical. Wea-

tiiering invariably leads to dis-integration of the surface

but it does not necessarily always mean disintegration.

A sandstone may, on exposure, harden as an effect of

weathering. Laterite which is a very soft rock, when
freshly dug out, hardens on exposure because the total

effect of the various agencies, is the change in that direc-

tion. In humid and temperate climates weathering is

caused by rain and sunshine. The rain wets and the

sunshine dries the rock and it ultimately falls to powder.

In a cold country weathering is caused by frost while in

hot arid regions the alternate clianges in temperature

causing contraction and e.xpansion, are the chief causes

of weathering. Notwithstanding the -.[exceptions given

above the invariable effect of weathering is to disinte-

grate and powder the rock, to alter the composition of
thb rock as a whole and of individual particles and thus

ultimately turn it into crumpled material and soil.
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<*naiv/ percent of carbon dioxide,

water alsosuspended nnpunties consisting of
•organic dust and living germs. So theonly water but also £
changes brought about

(1) Oxidation r-We often find
face of rock exposed to rain and air.
id then slowly gets separated from

ultimately crushed and removed. -
crust changes the original colour of the

^

me yellowish brownish or reddish
oxidation of iron and manganese oiddes &c,

Organic matter

isth" chief

also tliat which accumula
V. chief cause ox deoxidation. Higher

uced to lower oxides. Deoxidation chan

besides traces of
contains?

inorganic particles,,

rain brings not
. The chemical

air are given beipw.

a crust on the sur-

This crust thickens
the rock below to be

The formation of the.

rocks which be-

All this is due tO'

irahon Some minerals and comp
and hold it fast as if in chemical cor
1 his change is known as? Ijydration.
water -increases tlie volume 'of the



'

' Vi',

which may cause local uplifts. Anhydrite on ctangiug

to gypsum increases in volume to. the extent of about o

percent.

(5)
Solution ;—several substances are soluble in

water and hence they are found in most waters. There

are others which get dissolved under high pressure an

temperature while there are still others that get dissolve

with the help of carbon dioxide &c.

Mechanically water acts in various ways. It loosens

rocks, attacks them, and carries away

Mechanical broken material to be deposited again,

action.
When the rain water comes down, a part

of it evaporates back into the air, a part sinks into the

* ground and the rest ot the water flows towards the ocean

in the form of rivers.

' Underground water is found forming
^

la^rs"ih

alluvial lands as in Gujerat, while it flows

TJndetgcound through fissures and cracks in hard Jacks'

' Uke the Deccan„trap.i| In alluvial Ixacts

the water goes down and is heH on aniimpemqus

of clay or lime and sand and there are sevei^ sueh

layers one below the other. If the water forming the

first layer is brackish or not sufficient in huantity the

Impervious layer may be bored through to reach the

second lower layer. The water from
_

the lower layer

• mixes with water above. This may i improve the well

water in quahty and quantity also. In the rocks

the important point in digging wells is to
,

,strike water

hearing strata, '^atei-flhder machines have* been found

to be very useful .111 locatihr '^^ater bearing fissures. The

machines,, howeveis mu^>%^used 'by experienced men to
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wMch can b=

* ^ times flow clown in

w^n i^Xt^ hit "=•-

Iocwlt,t‘X'' “KPortaXous co<* fte

KuttlT ”“2““ 'o '>»’'• TIA is

artesian
>'iestan well. Suitable conditions for

positeofPon^-r — de-

the too ofI ^ over

^
e top ofthe casing which was 24 feet above the leveL

X*trlT'““- “'“osian watern taluchistan. In Gujerat artesian water was struck a£<
“f > “ f®*- At Vitamgmin anTSit^iso artesian water was struck.

.Underground, .water may cpme out in the form of
'J’VjSpiS^r.'t^"*' 5'Spnngs. Ordinarily spring-waters have

«<-7ir« f^-u
somewhere near the temner-

i
^ air. But there are some sJL^ ^

X lorX't"""'’''””
siting ice andS5 :

t Sredtt of the air. These-

alonn the R 1

®P^^ogs. There are many hot sprinea

Stoa!£arf Th“T =Fings found ?„tl

to 1 “1 J r “ tempeatmw from

The M. \ I' ‘'"O'O “ hotS-rin®

«f K«!!, V ’fWohia Itf miles to thJnorth« Karachi is perhaps the hottest in Sind. & temppraturd
,

J .« y.,* ? ‘

' fS ‘

TTT?
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*

is about 140°F. The hot spring at Laki has a large'

amount of sulphurreted hydrogen issuing from it. At

Gangotri, the source of the Ganges, there is a well-known

hot spring. At Manikaran the temperature of the

spring water is at boiling point and people cook their

rice in the jets of water issuing. The springs may

flow the whole year round or they may flow

only during a particular season when they
,
are called

seasonal. Such springs flow during the rainyseason or

even for sometime after but get dry in the hot summer.

There are some springs which flow for some period in any

time ofthe year and then they disappear and may begin

to flow again after some days or months. Such springs

are called intermittent springs. The springs atRajapuf

are of this nature. The days for which the flow of these

springs continued between 1 883 and 1 91 3 varied from 1 6

'to ,68 days and the dry period varied from 368 to 11 89

days."

The amount of dissolved mineral matter in ordinary

drinking water does not exceed 0"5 or at the most I'O

gramme per litre; the best waters gontyfca lesSi.^^^ Tl^t'

amount of organic matter should not "exceed 0(X)5 dr'

O'Ol gramme per litre in wholesome drinking water."

Wlien spring waters contain large quantities of salts they

are inown as mineral springs. According to the proirni-

"nent salt present they are further designated as calcareous,

ferraginous/ bitter, medicinal &c. The medicinal springs

are believed to have curative effects in different diseases.

Many such springs are recognised by .medical men. In

the "Sholapur .district there are some waters which are

"bitter. They contain .magnesium and sodium sulphates

everai people flock to these springs lo get cure.



The geological work of the underground waters is

to remove rocky material from one place to another

either chemically or mechanically, to form tunnels and

passages, form mineral veins, change composition of

minerals, replace fossils molecule by molecule &c.

Rivers are the natural drains of land surface. They
carry to the oceans not only vast quan-

tities of water but also large quantities

of material worn off the land. The waters of the

rivers are derived partly from rain and partly from

springs and in some cases from melted ice. Average

flow of rivers is T25 miles an hour, while the

fastest is 20 miles. Rivers having a slope above 10

inches|in a mile are not navigable. The river waters act

both chemically and mechanically on the rocks. Huge
quantities of materials are dissolved by the chemical

action, bn an average 30 parts of soluble saltsmay.be

found in 100,000 parts of river waters. In the mechani-

cal action of river are included (1) transport of suspend-

ed material, (2) eroding or excavating action and • (3)

depositing of the sediment from water on banks or in

lakes and oceans.

The Elbe (Austria) river was found to carry the

oUowing quantities in one year as estimated in 1866

Geitde's Text Book of Geology ):— ' * ^

547.140.000 killogrammes, suspended ^matter, •

652.680.000 killogrammes? dissolved matter,

containing among others

1 40.3 80.000 killogrammes, lime,
-

54,520,000

killogrammes, potaslj.,

1,500,000

killogrammes phosphoric acid.
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The Mda riw near
foUorring

one day in tl» rainy season of 191°

quantities.

223 ,
311 pounds in suspension,

334,
966 pounds in solution.

The dissolved substances consisted of

1 82,370 pounds, calcium carbonate,

89,324 pounds sodium cMoride,

37,218 pounds, sodium sulphate

^

" 26 056 pounds calcium sulphate.

ri excavating or destructive ;
action of the river

activs whrn thore are

er oma raoiditv of current, will not cause much ero

“^nhfcSmel of astream unless sediment is present

““STf«ter Rivera starting fromiates have generally

- ^BT oTsuspended matter and therefore they do not

very little P
excavating action is vreU

shove: action of erosion.
holes cutting of the

aemonstiated by the existence of pot-holes, M g

river bants and bej and by the water-falls.

tr

Abrupt change in tUe -character of tto

root formation and produce an escarpment by ^
.thdsoftro* and then. continue

‘f”g
1owntot«

i,or4 to thp soft rock. Sometimes vraterfalls may occur oy

^ failing down of strati&d roots^ joinU. .The welltaown

America is hofse^s^hoe Shaped,^ a P
gorge

feet, width 200 to 400 yaifds and the length of the g g '.I

'S



the shoe shaped appearance h called) cut into tiae

xock by -water is about 7 miles. Depths of some of the

Indian waterfalls are:

—

The Narbada falls at Jubbulpore 50ft.

The Ghataprabha falls at Gokak 1 80ft.

The Cauvery falls in Mysore 300ft,

The Gersappa falls in Kanara. 900ft. ;

The reproductive action of rivers is shown by the

deposits at the foot of the hills, on the banks of rivers, ‘in

lakes, in forming bars and deltas, and finally in the seas

along the coast lines. Any agency that reduces the speed

of the current of river waters causes deposition of silt..

Where the river joins the sea sometimes huge quantities

of silt are accumulated. These are driven towards the

sea by the rivers and the sea throws them back at the

mouth of the rivers. These become obstructions to navi-

gation and are hence called bars. Rivers many times

split up into branches to go round the bar to meet the

aea and ultimately develop large areas of deposits known
as deltas. The deltas are triangular shaped with their

bases towards the seas and apices where the rivers split

into branches. The delta of the Nile has a seaward bor-

•der of 1 80 miles and the distance from the base to the

apex is 90 miles. The delta of the Ganges and the &a-
mhaputra is 60,000 square miles. The whole of Northern

India from the Punjab and Sind to Bengal and Assam
consists of nothing but silt hundreds of feet deep, deposit-

ed by the Indus and the Ganges &c. It is estimated that

the Ganges carries in a year 355,361^000 tons ^oP^^SS
matter. Cook calculated that if a fleet of 973 ships, each

laden with 1000 tons of mud, were daily, to saildown ttoe



Ganges to the sea, this fleet of vessels would Just

perform the average daily work performed by the waters

of the Ganges.

Lakes are depressions filled with water, on the sur-

face of the land. Likes may be fresh*
L»kes.

water lakes or salt-water lakes. Salt-lakes

may be portions of sea cut off from the main body or they

might be formed from the original sweet water lakes. The

fresh water lakes have outlets while the salt lakes have

none. When there is no outlet for a lake, every year

are washed into it but are not removed since the

waters of the lake go out by evaporation and not by

flowing out. The concentration of salts increases year

afer year until at last there comes a stage when the salts

are thrown down in layers. The Dead sea is an example

of a lake where the concentration of salts is so much that

fio animal can live in it and layers of different salts have

nearly filled up the lake.

There are practically very few lakes in India. The
important lakes are in the extra-Peninsular area—such as

Tibet and Kashmir. The sacred Manasarovar and other

lakes from which the Indus, the Sutlej and the Ganges

start are in Tibet. The Sambhar is the most important of

„ the salt-lakes of Rajputana. It has an area 90 square

miles when full during the rainy season. Its depth is

four feet .then. During the dry season the lake gets dry

,
with an encrustation Of salt over it. The Lonar-lake of

Befar is a deep hollow supposed to be a crater ofan extinct

”volSno. TJie depression is 300 feet in depth and about

a mile in diameter. It is sprrounded by a rim of basalt.

There ia a shallow, lake of saline Water at the bottom.



' r The chief constituent of the water is sodium carbonate,
ihe important functions which are performed by lakes

.-ST©

localkies
temperatures of the surrounding

comtryi,

them® brought into

lakes end double decompositions take place between

r«.io?
the silt, remains ofplants and ani-mals are driven into lakes where they remain imbedd-

fossils T? “°«Ws a*fossils. > These fossils form a very valuable material in
indicating the life of the period and the climatic and other
conditions of the times in which they were deposited.

Wo"
Like the river waters the oceanic waters excavate, ,

Oceanic waters,
transport and deposit mineral material.
The work is a combined action of wind*

waves, tides and currents. Huge waves of water attack
-the shores and the loosened material is carried awav

distances to be deposited or the material is lifted
'

up by the waves and dashed against the very roc^TiuJS^
which the material is derived. With the, rocky material
4he power of the waves is mcreased very much and they'



are able to crush even very hard rocks. The frag-

ments of rocks broken off are rounded by waves, worn
down to sand and finally to silt like material which is

deposited in layers to be turned into hard- rock again.

The disintegrated material carried into the oceanic waters

extends from 50 to 200 nailes from the coast land. The
coarser materials are on the coast side and the finest

particles furthest from the coast. Two hundred miles is

practically the limit upto which the land sedinaent may
be carried. Distant and deeper parts of the ocfeans have
deposits from the decay of oceanic animals and plants.

The action of sea-waters is restricted to coast lines only.

When the temperature of the water begins to fall the

y^ter contracts in volume and when it is

4°Cits density is the greatest. If the
- temperature lowers still the water begins to expand and

af 0“C when it changes from the liquid to the solid state,

it suddenly increases in volume from 100 to 109. If the
water is held in crevices or in a way where it cannot
expand it exerts a pressure which is equal to 138 tons
per square foot. This action due to lowering of

temperature of water shatters and breaks the roA t«».

pieces, and squeezes rock particles against each other . In
cold countries the snow which falls, may show a protec-

> tive action. When it falls and accumulates on young
crops, it being a bad conductor, preserves warmth under-
neath and protects the plants from, outside extreme cold.

' It may on the other hand prove to be destructive vi|hen it,

acEamulates on hilt and conaes down suddenly

into- the valleys* de^roying roi^s, plants and animalst^

over winch it rollsi. .

'

‘
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Glaciers:.

In such mountains as the Alps and the Himalayas

there are rivers of ice called glaciers.

Snow 'heaps itself in huge piles on these

mountains. The lowest portion of the snow, under

the heavy pressure of the upper portions, throws out a

sort of a tongue’which moves slowly down the

fed and pushed from behind by the huge

mass. It remains continuous till it comes
warmer climates. Here it naturally melts and
current of ordinary water. Like an ordinary

glacier has three-fold action—transporting,

and depositing. The material transported either

in the glacier is called “ moraine ". The glaciers

but slowly, about 20 to 27 inches in 24 hours,

fastest found in Greenland move at the rate of 40 feet in

a day. The material carried slowly by the glaciers grinds

with great pressure against rocks over which they flow.

Ultimately most of the material is dropped down where

the glaciers melt into water. The average length of the

Alpine glaciers is 3 to 5 miles. The Great Aletsch Gla-

cier is 10 miles long and about 5900 feet broad. In

India on the innermost ranges of the Himalayas enor-

mous quantities of snow accumulate and feed a very

large number of glaciers. Some of these glaciers are

amongst the largest in the world and carry huge masses

of debris in the form of moraines. • .
'

' %

At the poles there is perpetual- snow even at sea

level. The thickness of this is estimated-
*'* *

* at two or more miles therefore there are.

glaciers there many miles in length. From these glar^ass

huge masses of ice of enormous thickness and

square miles in extent,float*away into'the

ri



carried towards the equator. The portion of the iceberg'
which is seen above the water is only one-ninth part of
the whole mass. The iceberg is also surrounded by thick
fog and hence is many times difficult to spot. When the
ice-berg enters warmer climate it melts and unloads itself
of the rocky material brought with it, on the floor of the
sea.

The total result of the combined action of the vari-
ous forces like the rain, rivers, glaciers &c. in lowering
the surface of the land by remo'val of material is known
as denudation. Of the mineral substances received by
tte sea from the land, by far the larger portion is brought
down by streams and a relatively small amount is washed
on by the waves of the sea itself. It is the stream-borne
part, therefore, which is very important in giving an indi-
cation of the amount of denudation. The real measure
of denudation is the amount of material removed from the
surface of the land and carried to the sea.

-
^

The general lowering down of the level of the land
is shown by 'the following table from Geikie’s Text-
book of Geology,

Name of Biver.
Area of

basin in

sq. miles.

1
1

^Annual discharge

of sediment in

cubic feet.

Foot of rock
by which the
drained
is lowered

*
one year.,

'

Itfissiesippi ^ 1,147,000 7,488,694,000
I

^

1

Ganges 143,000
; , 6,368,077,000 1

•a-gir

« 25,000 600,381,000
i

Po .30,000 1,510,137,000

f
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The Ganges removes one foot in 823 years. The
average height of Asiatic continent is 1132 feet. The
area worn down by the Ganges, will therefore be brought
-to sea-level in 930,000 years, by denudation if no up*
heaval or depression of the land takes place.

Life as a dynamical agency acts through plants and ^
„

animals. Plants have destructive, pre-

bi0 kingdom. servative and reproductive actions. The
destructive action of the plants is seen

several ways. (1) Rocks in contact with vegetation are
kept moist, especially when they are covered with moss
and similar moisture loving plants. The moisture
solvent action and acts in various ways as already
dicated in another place to disintegrate rocks. (2) By

* the decay of the vegetable material organic compounds
are produced. These include, humic, ulmic and other
acids. They have a great dissolving power on minerals
and rocks and they also have a tendency to take up oxy-
gen from the mineral matter and reduce it. The roots of
the plants secret a liquid which has an action like the
acids mentioned above. (3) Some of the orgainisms of
the^soil such as bacteria, belong to the vegetable kingdom.
TheSe produce ammonia and nitric acid from organic
matter and the nitric acid attacks mineral material. (4)
Plants insert their roots into joints and crevices of the
rocks and act as wedges in breaking rocks,

. Among the preservative actions may be mentioned*
the following :—(1) Certain plants spring up on newly,
formed sand hills and protect them from being btown and;

scattered about by wind. (2) Formation df turf on land

protects soil and loose maferial from"
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moved by raia or wind. (3) Forest growth also protects
soil especiaUy on slopes by the binding action of roots.

The reproductive action of vegetation is very clem'ly
seen in many places by the accumulation of the vegetable
remains on and under the surface ofthe earth, (1) Huge
masses of sea-weeds accumulate in layers. These weeds
abstract mineral matter from the sea-water and when they
decay the mineral matter helps the formation of rocks. (2)
The man-grove growth binds and protects silt layers and
islands of such deltas as those of the Ganges, and Irra-
wady. All these growths are slowly but continuously
adding to the strata of the crust, though the amount may
be small compared with the mechanically formed sedi-
ments, yet geologically it is of great importance. (3) The
peat bogs of the several countries are good examples of
reproductive action. Some of the peat areas extend over

, thousands of square miles and vary from 10 to 40 feet in
tlwkness. These are specially developed in cold coun-
tries. In Ireland about one-seventh of the area is covered
with bogs. Peat-bogs have treacherous surface and'
frequently men and animals that go there by are
en^Ifed. The peat possesses .great anticeptic power
and hence the engulfed material is well preserved in it,

^
India the formation of peat is confined to a few places.

True peat is found on the Nilgiri mountain in a few peat
,
bogs lying in depressions. Peat is found in the delta of

'

the. Ganges and also in the Kashmir valley and in the
valley ofNepal. (5) The eoal-fields found over the world
are masses of mineralised vegetation of past ages.
Hnder favourable conditions and through a long period of
time, submerged^ peat, forest-growth &c. form coal der
poats. Seyerai-coal Mdg hate been discovered in



in recent years. The coal-fields, ofBengal, Bihar, Orissa^

Hyderabad state and Central Provinces are well known«

The annual production is now nearly enough to supply

the internal consumption. (5) Besides the carbonaceous

deposits formed by plants siliceous or flinty accumulations

take place in lakes and marshes through the growth and

decay of microscopic organisms.

Destructive actions of animals on rocks are shown

by the fine material produced by ants,

tanimai j
kingdom,
Action of animal earthworms and such burrowing animals

as the rats,rabbits and crayfish. Darwin.

showed that the common earth-worm is able to bring fine

particles of earth from the lower portion of the soil to the

surface. In fifteen years it may produce a layer of three

inches of fine particles on the surface. The burrowing

animals dig into the soil and subsoil and tlirow out mater-

ial for disintegration by air and water. The burrows,

tunnels and hollows produced by these animals help

circulation of water and through its action the destruc-

tion of mineral matter.

Several instances can be given to show how animal

life helps in building up the crust of the earth. Bones. «

and other parts of large animals often get buried in mud
and silt to be petrified. Protective secretions and co-

verings of small organisms form vast masses of rocky

.

material. The shells of various sea animals accumulate

and get mixed with silt forming • thick beds. The vast

dialky deposits on the floors of the ocean are calcareoua

shields offoraminifera organisms. Some of the’sea muds,

are made of bodies of very tiny’ . organisms. Tha
coral islands whidh are so abundant ih the ocean*
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are formed by the continuous growth of various species

of corals. The deposits produced by the animals may be

fPhosphatic, siliceous or calcareous.

The internal agencies are busy in wearing down
higher portions and filling up hollows

and thus tend to level down the surface.

The internal agencies on the other liand have an oppo-

:site tendency of bringing up fresh materials and of ele-

vating and depressing the earth’s surface. The internal

agencies are (1) The volcano, (2) The earthquake and

.(3) The crust movement.

rluternal agencies.

and Lapworth describe a volcano as

follows ;
—“K typical volcano is a coni-

cal mountain formed of the materials

ejected to the surface through a fissure (or a crack) in the
- earthcrust from the heated regions below. The volcano
has" a|)it shaped opening ( the crater ) near the summit,
which communicates with the original fissure in the
earth-crust by a central pipe or funnel (throat or vent),

• out of which are ejected clouds of steam, stony fragments,
ashes, dust and lastly molten lava.” When the volcano
originates there are terrific explosions. They produce
cracks in the earth-crust and from the cracks come out
different materials. The shattered fragments of the crust
m*e blown up and they return to the ground in a scatter-
ed condition. The gaseous material is the first to come
out from the interior of the. earth. It is mostly steam.
It goes up, gets condensed and falls down like rain.
The soliff fragmentary material consists of fine ash,
angular or rounde4 Cooled lava bits. The ash rises very,
.high, and cpvers the sky, .. It is many times blown away.
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to distant places before it settles down. The fragmen-

ary material is followed by molten lava (liquid rock)
which pours over the lips of the crack and spreads in all

directions. The lava may be very liquid and flow to

great distances or it may be thick and accumulate in

huge heaps round the mouth. Each ejected flow has to

rise higher than the previous one and thus the volcanic

mound goes on increasing in height. It acquires a coni-

cal shape. Sometimes the central pipe grows so high. i

that the lava stream is not able to rise enough to flow

over. The pipe or throat joining the upper mouth to

the internal source gets chocked up. In such cases it
;

may break through the sides and give rise to parasite

volcanoes. These naturally destroy the conical form of

the original volcano. The lava which comes in contact
'

with the ground and cools more or less quickly has a.
tendency to be glassy, the portion above it cools slowly jc :

and has time to crystallise, while the uppermost portion V
which is exposed is full of holes on account of the ^
escape of vapours or gases from the surface and is many
times porous and light. .

A volcano may be a small mound or a gigantic pile

of lava with circumference of several miles. The Etna is

87 miles in circumference and 10,800 feet high. Some-

times the volcanic activity is not due to a shoall.

opening but is due to very long fissures throwing.out

lava material. In such cases the area covered by the

lava is very extensive. The Deccan trap is supposed to

fee due to the lava thrown out from very long fissures and

that is why it occupies a very large area^ The volcanoes

are generally found in line^alopg the coast lines where
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the surface of the earth-crust is steep. A chain of vol-

canoes extends from the southernmost end of Amer.ic»»

Along the Andes, through California to Alaska. This

then turns round and goes to Japan and Philippines and

New Zealand &c forming a circle round the Pacific.

Java, Sumatra &c form a line in the Indian ocean. The
Atlantic chain starts from Iceland and goes down along

the western coast of Africa. There is also one chain of

volcanoes in the Mediterranean. Volcanoes ma)’' be
active, dormant or extinct. Active volcanoes are at

present exhibiting their activities. The dormant vol-

are those which are not active to-da}’' but which
were active within historical knowledge and which may
become active at any time. These volcanoes cannot be
said to be dead or extinct. Vesuvius is a good example
m this connection. It has been active and inactive aiter-

naidJy between 1500 and 1631 its activity had complete-.'

ly stopped and it was considered to be nearly dead, but
in 1631 a sudden erruption started the activity. Now
and then'it is active and not quite dormant. The extinct

volcanoes are very old and have not shown any
activity within human knowledge. The volcanic acti-

vities are not restricted to the surface of land but may
place even under sea water and on as extended a
as on land.

. Mud volcanoes throw out mud. They might be

Mud volcanoes.
discharged Or might be due

to hot steam. The first type are not vdl-
sanoes in the proper sense of the term. They are coni-

formdd by-the accumulations ofmud which
is -being throwrf out from an orifice. The
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second type of volcanoes are found in volcanic regions.

Due to ebullition of steam, hot liquid mud is thrown out

from these volcanoes.

There are no active volcanoes in India. There is a

, ,
dormant volcano on the Barren Island in

the Bay of Bengal to the east of the And
man Islands. The summit of the volcano is- about

loop feet high above the sea IpyeV The part of the vol-

cano seen above water is only a small part. The base Of

the cone is thousands of feet, below the surface of the sea.

It was active in 1789 and in 1803 and since then it is

dornaant. There, are thr^g i-nOTO ftvtinnt: jgnl-

canoeain_oneLline with the Barren island volcano. In

crater-eLf.aD extinct volcano. This has never shown any
activity within human memory and all signs show that it

is extinct. We have a very grand instance of the exjjij^..

long fissures. The whole of the Deccan trap seems t;o

have been poured out from long fissures which are*now
extinct. The area occupied at present by the lava mate-

rials is very large-—200,000 square miles and there are

s|;rong proofs to suppose that the area occupied must
have been vaster still.

On the Arakan coast of Burma and also at some
places on the Irrawady there are small mud-volcanoes.

On Baluchistan side there exist a few mud-volcanoeq.
(There is one mud-volcano near Karachi. The main con-

tinent of India has no volcano, active’ or dormant. WjI-

canic activity became extinct ages ago.

Earth-quakes are rapid undulations of tte earth-'

crust due either to ^the movement of the
* internal hot hquid or to a -sudden sHp or

facture of earth-crust in a state.' of ^eat * strain. Snd-



den displacement is caused which gives rise to a series of

waves which spread outwards in all directions and which;,

when they reach the surface, produce sensations called

earth-quakes. Great earth-quakes are rare, but minor

earth-quakes take place every now and then. They may

be so small as to be recorded only by sensitive instru-

ments. These minor earth-quakes may be as many as

two per day. Earth-quakes may take place under the

bed ofan ocean. They then set the whole water in

motion. The waters may move outwards from the land

for a time exposing the sea-bed and then turn back to-

wards the shores rushing over the coast far inland and

bringing about terrible destruction. Tbp; nricnn of the

earth-quake lies from five to thirty miles below the surface

and is called the focus. The portion of the earth's sur-

winch is vertically above the fncns is called the

The district over which an earth-quake is per-

‘ o^tifale to human' beings without the aid of an instru-

ment is its disturbed area. A great earth;quake never

occurs alone. The most prominent shock is generally

preceded and followed by minor shocks.

The shocks of the earth-quakes are sometimes felt

over large areas. In 181 9 a violent earth-quake occurred

in Cutch, which seriously injured the town of Bhuj, and

“the shock ofwhich was felt through Gujerat and even in

the Deccan. The-shocks from the earth-quake at inter-

-vals lasted for several days. A large extent of country

r WES' submerged to a depth of 12 to 15 feet while at the

* sametiine the UUah bund, a mound 50 miles long and

varying in bfeadth from 10 to 1 5 miles was raised several

feet above the plain. ,
^ -



In the year 1 897, on the 12th June a very disastrous
»rth-quake took place in India. It was between Shil-
long and Darjeeling, It was felt over a very wide area
The area of great intensity was dOOO^^square miles. It is
recorded that the shock was felt over an area of 1,200,000
square miles. The Kangra valley earthquake wliich took
pMce on the 4th of April 1 905 was also one of the most
potent earthquakes. The shock was felt all over nor-
thern India. Its effects were felt along two lines bet-wwn Kangra and Kuly, and between Mussoorieand
iiahra Dun.

Although less conspicuous yet more effective is the

Crust Movement. ^^<1 Subsidence of large tracts.

,

^ lie crust-movement causes upheaval of
land at some places and depression at others. This move-r'
ment is due to^ the slow cooling of the internal mate«i*^
Ihe cooling causes slew sinking -in volume and the solieK
crust in accommodating itselfto the sinking volume moves
up and down. The crust is thrown into folds or wrink-
les. The movement being kow is noticed only after
long periods. The effect is seen on rocks which get folds
on the areas that have sunk or have been lifted up. *the
folding of rocks exerts a great pressure on the rocks and
ilattens their particles and crystals. The upheaval and
subsidence are taking place even to-day. Thus the coast*
of Sweden is at present being elevated slowly at the rate
ofabout four feet in a century, while a part of fhe Italian
coast is sinking at the rate of about one inch annually.
Although the Peninsular portion ofIndia has been a stable •

land-mass for very long periods yet there area fewmove-
ments of land along the coast line. The most important
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instance is the appreciable elevation of the Peninsula.

Raised beaches are found along coastlines. The precipi-

tous face of the Sahyadri is parallel to the sea coast and

indicates that it must have been elevated. The Bombay

island is a peculiar instance of both the elevation and the

depression. Theodore Cook in his Manual of Geology says:

It is a curious fact that while much of the island of

Bombay seems to have been recently elevated above the

sea, a portion of the eastern side ofthe island appears to

been depressed. During the excavation for the

at the eastern side of the island a considerable area

was laid bare, on which the stumps of tree were discover-

ed standing erect and evidently submerged as they had

grown. These trees.belon§ea apparently to the genus

and eyidentty* formed • port&iii of a grove which

)n the’ spot,.though the bases of' tl^eV trees at the

oftl^e discovery were.^1
2^

feet bejdw low-water

. . . . 1 r. Similar'iht^nces of subsidei^fce . are found

on the Tirineyelii. coast and near .PpiiCiickerry. Rann of

Cutch had in lpl9 a^'spbsi'^ehoe'of 12 to' 15 feet. As a

counter- effect ofthis-there-was*’ simultaneous elevation

of a plain into a mound several feet above the plane, called

the “ Ullah Bund ”. Within historical memory the Rann
of Cutch was a gulf. It got silted up and was also ele-

^vated by internal lift and then it got depressed into alow
* lying tract.







CHAPTER III.

?
'

I

Important Minerals. »
A mineraLis a homogeneous naturally’ occurring-

. Definition. substance having theoretically
a definite chemical compostition, and ih

most cases also a certain geometrical form. It may
•consist of one or more elements in definite chemical,
proportion. Although coal is a product of vegetable •

matter, bj common usage it is regarded as a mineral
substance.

Minerals have certain definite physical properties
^

•Properties
which they are identified. Ths?'®^

are:— •

Lustre, (3) Degree, of tfanslucsinc^
(4) Hardness, (5) Streak, (6) Specific gravitv.and (7)
Porm.

, (1) A mineral may be colourless, white, pink, black,
green, yellow, brown,- red, blue, violet &c.

(2) Lustre medns the manner in wliich a substance
-.reflects light.

*'

There are different kinds of lustres. *
,

(ay Metallic:—the ordinary lustre of metals 'as.

shown by copper, -iron pyrites, graphite

(b) Vitreous :—the lustre of glass. It is alsg

called glassy. Rock-crystal, -rock-salt cai-

cspar h.ave glassy lustre.
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(c) Resinous the lustre of resin is shown hr

pitchstone, amber &c.

(i) Pearly Like a pearl showing play of co-'

lours. Selenite, mica &c., have this lustre.

(e) Silljy :—Silk like lustre is shown by asbestos.

(/) Adamantine :—Resembling the lustre of the

diamond.

There are also other types of lustre such as, waxy,

opalescent, &c,

(3) Degree of translucency :•—When the outlines

of objects appear distinct through a mineral it is said to

be transparent. WTten the outlines appear indistinct or

only some light is seen tlirough the mineral it is said to

translucent. When no light passes through a mineral

to be opaque.

(4) Hardness means the power of resisting itbra^iion

or scratching. Moh’s scale of hardness is taken.%S'

a

standard and the order of hardness is as follows ir—

1 Talc, 2 Gypsum, 3 Calcite, 4 Fluorspar, 5 Apat|;e,

6 Felspar, 7 Quartz, 8 Topaz, 9 Corundum and ID

Diamond.

The hardness of a mineral is determined by scratch-

ing, it with minerals or substances of known hardness.

Hardness may be tested with common substances also.

The hardness of finger nail is 2 ‘5, of copper 3, of glass

5*5 and that of sharp steel .6‘5.

. (5) Streak means the colour of the powder. The

colour of the; powder is somjstimes different from the:

colour of the mindfal crystal or mass.,..#
-f: \
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(6) Specific gravity is the weight of 'a body com-

pared with that of an equal volume of water. This is

determined by any of the usual methods given in physics.

(7) Form:—Minerals assume various forms such

as amorphous, crystalline, granular, piaty, fibrous &c.

A crystal is a solid definite geometrical form which

mineral matter assumes. Crystals are bounded by sur-

faces which are called faces. Intersection of two adja-

cent faces gives an edge, while the intersection of three

or more faces gives a solid angle. The axes are mathe-

matical straight lines intersecting each other in the ia-

terior of a crystal and connecting the centres of opposite

fiat faces of the crystal.

There are many varieties of crystal forms but they;*^

may be reduced to six types each one being distinguished ^
from others by the number and position of its axas.-?-.,.

These are as follows ;—
'

1 . Monometric ( Isometric, cubical, regular) :—The

axes of monometric crystals are all equal in length and

intersect each other at right angles.

2. Dimetric ( Tetragonal )
:—The axes of dimetric

crystals are at right angles to each other. Two of the

axes are equal in length while the third is longer or shor-

ter than the other two. *

3. Trimetric (Rhombic, Orthorhombic) ;—The three’. ^

axes of trimetric crystals intersect at right angles but are '
i

.all unequal in length. •

* *

4 Monoclinic:—Monoclinic crystals" have"^ jtheir

axes unequal and one of ri^er^^ is»oblipue.
" • •.



2 Triclinic:—Triclinic crystals have all the three

axes unequal and oblique with each other.

6 . Hexagonal:—Hexagonal crystals have got four

axes three of which are equal while the fourth one which

is at right angles to them may be shorter or longer. The

three axes make an [angle of 60° with each other.

In identifying a mineral it is always safe to write

down all the physical properties and then

given; but many times

it is easy to identify a sample by a process

of elimination. From the colour of the mineral we are able

tc^arrow down the sphere in search for the name. Next

to colour hardness is the property which allows us to

narrow down the sphere much further. If we take only

Those minerals which go to form important ^ocks

we can proceed as under.

'Colour:— The mineral is colourless. If the hard-

ness of the mineral is 7 then it may be rock crystal. Fur-

ther confirmed bv the hexaffonal fonn of the crystal and
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iHardness 3, heavy to feel is byrites; quick efiervc-

scence with hydrochloric acid is calcite ;
slow efferve-

scence indicates dolomite.

Hardness 2, fibrous, with silky lustre is asbestos.

Colour:—-Pink.

Hardness 7, crystalline is rose quartz.

Hardness 6, flat face crystal is felspar.

Hardness 5, is zeolite.

Colour;—Black.

^Hardness 6, attracted by a magnet is magnetite.

Varying hardness, black streak, not attracted by a magnet

is manganese ore. Greenish white streak is hornblende.

Hardness 2, flexible plates is biotite.

’^‘Hardness less than 2 with metallic lustre, soapy fee’'

is graphite.

Colour -Green.
,

*
‘

,

Hardness 7 may be prase, with red spots.it is bloop
'

stone.

Hardness 6 with yellowish green colour, is augite.

Hardness 5 with large crystals may be apophylitel

Hardness 3, yellowish green, needle like crystals is

actinolite.

Hardness 2, deep green plates with pearly lustre,_with

smooth feel is chlorite ;
with earthy lustre glaucon^

light green with soapy feel is talc. .

Colour ;—Yellow.
.

‘ T
Hardness 6, brass yellow in cubes is iron pyritqs..^.

Hardness 3 to 4, peacock colour; greeni^jjJ^lacLsfa^

is copper pyritese
. ''v

- '
.
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Hardness 2, with resinous lustre may be sulphur.

Colour :—Brown.

Hardness 7 may be jasper; with opalascent lustre

and hardness a little less than six may be opal.

Hardness about 5 with -cherry red streak is haema-

tite, with yellowish streak is limonite.

Colour :—Red.

Hardness 7, quite opaque may be jasper
;

'green and.

red may be blood stone
;
bright red transparent or tran-

slucent is carnelian.

Colour :—Blue.

Hardness 7 may be flint.

Colour Violet.

Hardness 7, crystalline may be amethyst.

It has been estimated that the crust of the earth is

^a4e of the chief minerals in the following proportions,—

/ Felspar 48 percent, Quartz 35 percent. Mica 8 percent,

.

' Talc 5 percent, Carbonates of Lime and Magnesia 1 per-

cent. Hornblende 1 percent, and others 2 percent.

Minerals are classified ;as elements, oxides, sili-

cates, carl\onates,- sulphates, sulphides, phosphates.

chlorides &c. '"'i-
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Trans**

Incenoy.
Compo-
sition,

Ham© of
mineraL

Lustre.Colonr,

Elements.

Opaqn®Dark gray to Metallic

black.
1 Graphite Carbon

Transpa^
rent \ to
opaque

Carbon !
Colourless^ .Adainan-

jfrequently vari-j tin©

lous tints

Diamond

Trans-
lucent

Sliades of

yellow.

Eesmoi3 Sulphur

Oxides

Silicon di-

oxide

Eour groups of this mineral

varieties (%) Chalcedony an d its

(1) Reck cry-
stal with
hexag'onal
varieties

I
Colourless

Purple, violet!(b) Amethyst

(o) Bose qu-
*

artz

White

<2) Chalcedony ‘Translus-

^ bent, Bemi-
; ^ eiystailine
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Hardness Streak Sp. Gr. Form Locality

1

1 to 2 Dark gray

<.

1

1

Commonly
foliated,

granniar

Vizgapatam ^
Chhatisgarh*
Coorge, Goda-
vari district.-

M
\

Hone 3-5 Octahedral Panna, Bhagan*
palii &o.

lto*2

j*

White or 2 Crystals or
¥

Barren Islands,

yellowish massive Baluchistan &o»

7 .

2*5 to 2*8

i

*

Tanjore, Goda**'

varhbeds,. Bee*-
can Trap.

. .

" ••
.

.

1

'

'^^Jabhulpore

'Tanjore

•

* # '

>
•

•

• m
!*

• 4^—

^



Name of

mineral
Composi-

tion
Trans-
Inoewf

Colour Lustre

(a) Carnelian

green

Layers of
two or more
different col-
ours

(c) Agate Banded

; Transla*
cent witk
moss like
appears
ance in
side

Blue, smoky
or brown.

Showing small
spots of bloo-
dred jasper

(f) ^oodstone
or Helio-
trope •

Opagu©
fg) Chert im-

pure flint.

Opaque,Dull red,
brown, yellow
&c.

3 Jasper

4 Opal com-
pact amor-

phccs variety

B Oxides of
X<on

All colours. Creasy
vitreous

Opaque



Morvistate and
beds of Goda-
vari Eri s b nav*
and Bbima.

Cnddapah Ba*-

gaikot, Jiabbab
pnr &o. ,

.

Deccan Trap.
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Hame of
mln^irai

Composi-
tion

Colour Lustre
Traas-
iuoency

(1) Haematite

(2) Limonite

(2) Magnetite

6 Manganese
,
Oxide or

. Pyrolusite

.7 Aluminium
Oxide
Oorundum

Silicates

J.3 Felspars

Yarietiesof
Felspars:-

"Iji) Ortb-oolase

> Plagidclase'.

Opaque'

Opaque

Opaque

Opaque

Transpa-
rent to
translu-
cent.

Translu
cent to

opaque

FoOs

SFe^jOg
SHgl)

rFe^O^

MnOs

A1 2O3

Steel
.

gray,
black, red

Yellowisb
brown

Black

Black

All Colours

Metallic
earthy

Sub-
metallic,

dull^

Metallic

Metallic
to earthy

Yitreous

Yitreous

Potassium
aluminium
silicate

Sodium
n-InTninTtiiYi

Flesh red or
white

White
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Streak Locality

BrigM red

.

to reddish
brown

Yellowish
brown

Jubbalpore,
Gwalior, Penin-
snlar India

Crystalline
granular or
massiye

Concretion-
ary,massive

Large:depositj*
in Peninsular
India,

Deccan trap.

Lower Sind

Black Crystalline
granular or
massive

Kaladgi, Bell-*

ary, Jubbalpora
dec.

[White CrirstaUinG Salem DIst.

Mysore, Bewa.

White
> Orthoclase

:
group

i^^gtrouptrlcli-
nic crystals

'"tyrantte, Gneiia
I and.trap gfea-'
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Trans-
Incenoy

Composi-
tion

Fame of

mineral
LustreColour

Calcinm
aluminium
silicate

Transpa-
rent to.

opaque-

Vitreous.
pearly

Whiter some-
times reddish
pinkish or

66 n

% Zeolites

Tarieties of

Zeolites

Calcium
sodium

aluminium
silicate

(1) Stiibite

(g) Hfulandite Calcium
aluminium
silicate

(S) Apophylite Potassium
calcium
silicate

Vitreous.
pearly

Trans-
parent10 Mcas

Varieties of
l^icas

(IhMqacovite Potassium Colourless to

/ .aluminium light tints

:

"
*

sjlicate
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Streak Sp.Gr. From I^ocality'

4 to 5*5
j

2-3 to 2-4
Trap area ^

Monoeliuio *

,
crystals,

j

sheaf like
!

bunches or
j

radiated.
!

j

Monociinic
i

crystals
i

Prismatic,
I cubical or
tetragonal

I

crystals
I

i

^ ^ Scales or schists of

!

plates* peninsula.
^ellore dist. if#
Madras and
pays, Hazari-
bagbf

gQjjgg^l^

i'
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Hame oftbe
miaeral

Composi-
tion

Colonir

(2) Biotie

/ ^
.wSS«Un!f« Sodium Po.

or Hor^lende ^aggiuni cal-

cium mag.
nesiumma.
nganese
iron alumi-
nium sili-

cate

Varieties

(1) aotinolite

Potassium Black dark
msguesium brown, rarelj
iron alumi- green
nium sili-

cate

Sodium Po4 Greenish to

Lustra
Trane-
lucenoy

Vitreous
to silky

Translu-
cent to
opaque

I

Transpa-
I

rent long

i

crystals

!(2) amphibole
occurring in

long, flexible

silky fibres is

known as as-
bestos

' 12 Augite

. 13 Chlorite

'C^Talo

Calcium, Light to dark Vitreous
Magnesium green
aluminium
iron silicate

Silicate of Green with pearly
aluminium various shades
magnesium
and oxide

* ’

of iron

magneciam White, light Waxy to
• siUcate green or red pearly

Translu-
cent to
opaque

' Translu-
cent

Translii- .

cent



Streak Locality

White to
greenish

In the Qneissio
and schistose
rooks '''

White to
greenish

>ystalline, Merwar,Ba|pn-
granularor tana, in Q'arh-
massive wal, in the Uni-

ted Provinces
and in Mysere

Trap andgnei-
fvi,th greasy

,

.Greenish
white

White Foliated or
massive has
soapy feell^

In several alter
ed and nietaai-
Orphic rocks



TransiiiP*

©enoy
SanQ© of-

Miiaatal

Compos!'
iion

huBtmColour

Vitrious OpaQU®
to oarthf

1 5 Glauconit© Potassium,
oalcium,
magnesiom
alommiom
iroB silioate

€arhonatea

VitreoBS Transpa«
to earthy reat

Golooriess,

white or with
shades

Caleium
carbonate

Colourless
and flawlessTarietiea.

11) Iceland
spar

(2) Satin spar
is fine fibrous

with oilhy
lustre

13) Dog-tooth
spar is acute-
ly pointed &
often rounded

White or
with shades

Vitreous T ranslu*-
to pearly or cent
.earthy '>

Double car-

bonate of
calciuiu and
magnesium

W ‘¥€'7 Dolomite #

Btilphates

White with
vkrious tinge 1^
when impure

Pearly, TransK'
silky-* yitrf
ops,.

gypi^wn.!^ Calciuitn

sulphate

Tarieites
Selenite

transparent
oryptals or



Greenisli M to 2*4 Orystalline
or granular

Found In trap,
many times as
a veyy thiu
coating

Crystalline Almost ©very ^
or granular ^liere

^

Granpiar or
massive or
crystalline

Moaoohmc Sind, Trap area Vi
crystals. On^hjAatmr /
granular or &o.
massive' •

*

Whit© 2*8

Wliit© .
. 2*3
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Hame of

mlBoral

m Satia-ipaf

•miih siUtF

totr®

Composi-
tion

^ .
Transk*®

Colomr Lustre

(3) Alabaster
wMte, finely

gramaiar

Barytes Barkm
sulphate

VitreoiM Transpa**^'

rent t0
opaque

Sulphides

20 Iron pyrites Iron Pale to brass Metallic Opaque^

sulphide yellow

Bright, gree- Metallic Opaqu®

Sbide msb yellow

. Phosphcdes

Calcium lYarious colours! Vitreous,

phosphate
with some
chloride &
fluoride.

Phosphate
rock found
massive has

^ .2 to 5 hard-

\ mess
xf :

resinous
or dull

Transluf»-

cent to
"Opaque



Salem, Jubbal
pore

CrystallineWhite

Isometric
cryastals,
granular or
massive

Various p|rts

of India. l^Tear

Kalabagh on
the Indus, it is

aWndant, in
Crystalline I sbales,
or massive

|

Greenish
black

Black

Hexagonal
crystals or
massive

"White

SPrichinopaily



ClAPTER IV.

Important Rocks.

'*/ -A. rock may be defined as a mass of matter ( gener-
ally inorganic ) composed of one or more minerals, having
for the most part a variable chemical composition, with
no necessarily symmetrical external form, and ranging in
cohesion from loose or feebly aggregated debris up to
the most solid stone. Loose sand, coal, limestone, trap,
^pugK' tinlike each other are all rocks.*

. 1 Rocks are classified into three main classes!—

(1) Aqueous, (2) Igneous and (3) Metamorphic,

1 . Aqueous rocks are formed by the action of livater.

They are also called sedimentary because they are made
up' of sediments and are called stratified because they
are in strata or layers.

"

2. Igneous rocks are formed by the action of heat.
They are also called oystalline because they are made

.it # stals and are called massive because they .(^e
not in layers but in masses.

Polymorphic, rocks are formed by change either
in the^i^g^us or in the igneous rocks. .*

The foiioyring are a few important terms used in

^
uescribing ro&:—

' • C®')i.I’t'imary mineral is a mineral which is an
essential constituent of the rock. It is formed with.



^

(b) becoiidary minerai- is ihat' mmeral wHcIi is de-^ ' ^

posited on or in the rock after its formation. A mineral
may be both primary and secondary in the same rock,
aramte rock is made up of felspar, mica and quartz and
quartz IS therefore a primary mineral in granite because
Without It the rock wiU not be a granite. After the
lormation of granite quartz may be deposited on it. This
deposited quartz will be a secondary mincraL

2 . Prophyritic rock is composed of a finely crystal-
line ground mass in which larger crystals of felspar &c.
are dispersed.

3. Foliated rock consists of ininerals that have'^*
crystals approximately parallel, lenticular, and with
usually wavy layers or folia.

4. Concretionary rock consists of mineral matter
collected round some centre so as to form irregularly-
rounded mass. Concretionary trap exfoliates like peels
ol an onion, when it begins to decompose.

,
5. Vesicular or cellular In many igneous rocks

the expansion of internal steam, while the was still
111 a molten condition has produced vesicles or cells. Such
rocks are called vesicular.

fill a

''
.
''’^“^’’S'iaioidal When vesicles of a rock

filled with mineral matter ( amygdales=almond ) /iley
are called amygdaloidal. ^

7. Dendritic rock is ope which has *
dendrites.^/

Dendrites are deposits of some metallic oxide of iron or*
manganese formed on minerals or rocks. Many times
these dendrites present a strong resemblance to vegeta-
ble forms as to be readily,mistaken for fossil plants.



8. Beds of aqueous rocks are calledj strata. Each

stratum may be made up of subordinate layers called

laminae.

9. When the beds are tilted they become inclined..

The amount of inclination or the angle which the inclined

rocks make with the horizontal plane is called the ' dip

This can be measured by a clinometer.

10. The line of direction followed by an inclined

bed in crossing the surface of the country is known as

its ‘ strike*. ‘0^
11. ’(Hi'crop '-is the actual edge of the inclined:

stratum at the surface of the ground.

12. Due to the crust-movement the rocks get a

wavy or an undulating form. The portion which is

pushed up is called an ' arch' and the portion which is

depressed is called a ' trough'

.

Each such wave formed

<rfan arch with a companion trough is known as a

* Geological fold’.

13. ‘ Vein

'

of an igneous rock means a narrow

band or string of igneous rock which fills up an irregular

and narrow fissure or a crack.

14. A is a wall-like mass of igneous rock

.filling up a vertical fissure with parallel walls.

Aqueous Rocks.

Dindingmaterial inthe consolidated rockofaque-

ous origin is., formed from one or more of the

ing tr— (a) silica (b) lime and (c) iron osdde.

' Aqueous rocks are divided into (A) arenaceous

sandy, (B)',^giIl|a^puS''fflr -. dayey (C) Calcareous an4



Sandstone

layers^

formmg

a

shallow

trough

arid

<

side

of

the

gorge

of

the

Ghaiaprabha





(A) ArcBaceous loose rocks ,

1. Shingle is composed of large rounded pebbles.

-

2. Gravel is a mixture of angular and water worm

fragments.

Arenaceous consolidated rocks :

1. Conglomerate is composed of water worn peb- -

Wes. Fragments may be of any rock.

2. Breccia is composed of angular fragments.

.

3. Sandstone is composed of consolidated sand,.

4. Grit is composed of sharp and angular sand, ..

Argillaceous loose rocks .

1. Clay) mud &c. are sediments.

2. Kaolin or china clay is produced by the decom*-

position of felspars.

3. Pipe clay is clay free from iron.

4. Fire clay is clay free from lime and alkalies.

5. Fuller’s earth is greenish earth not plastic and

consists of aluminium silicate with some magpesia,.

6. Laterite is a cellular, reddish ferruginous clay

formed in tropical countries as the result of sub-aeria

decomposition ot basalt, granite &c. It acquires hardness

on exposure.

Argillaceous consolidated rocks are

1. Mudstone is of greater hardness than any form

ofclay. ,

2. Shale is a somewhat hardened aigiUaceous ro(V

•which is stratified. -
_

-

fC') Calcareous rocks consist inostly of calcium

carbonate and are designated by the* geie^term- lane-
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stone'. Other names are used only to indicate formation
such as chalk, stalactite &c. A limestone may contain

magnesium carbonate along with calcium carbonate when
it is called dolomite or magnesian limestone.

_ f . _

.

Carbonaceous rocks include all the varieties-

of coaL, .

''

.

. Igneous Rocks. ^

A -Igneous rooks may -be classified according " to the
.
percentage of silicic acid ( silica ).

"(A), Acid rocks contain silica' aboye ' 65 percent.
1 he characteristic minerals of these ' rocks are orthoclase

- felspar, mica and .free quartz. The mica may sometimes'
be replaced by hornblende. The important rocks are

1. Granite, an aggregate Jof crystals of the above
. minerals. Giant granite contains large crystals, micro-
granite contains fine crystals. Granite may sometimes
be porphyritic,

2. Rhyolite has fine grained minerals with flow
structure like that of furnace slag.

3. Obsidian is volcanic glass having the above
-minerals.

4. Pitchstone has the above minerals not crysta.-
Ilised and has resinous lustre.

^ .
(B) Sub-acid rocks contain silica from 60 to 65

_ percent having orthoclase and hornblende as the chara-
cteristic minerals. Hornblende may sometimes be ire-

"placed by mica.

R Syouite is distinctly crystalline.

2. Trachyte ^as a rough and harsh feel on fractured
surface, con^ins minute felspar crystals.

^ f
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(G) Sub-basic rocks contain 55 to 6o percent silic%
'With plagioclase felspar and hornblende as characteristic,
nunerals.

i. Diorite is a typical rock of this class.

(D) Basic rocks contain silica from 45 to 55 per-
cent. The characteristic minerals of this class are piagio-
clase felspar, pyroxene and magnetite -with sometimes

-

olivine.

1. Granitoid or large grained variety is gabbro.
Rocks with small crystals include the following

Dolerite when the crystalline matrix is visible

^
3. Basalt has microcrystals and is compact.

The various varieties of trap will come under basic-
xoc^ with small crystals. Dolerite and basalt both can
be included under the term trap. Some of the varieties
of trap are : Vesicular, amygdaloidal, porphyritic
concretionary &c.

Altered and Metamorphic Rocks.

•

^

Both aqueous and igneous rocks may undergo altera--
tion after their original formation. The alteration may be
produced by (1) water (hydro-metamorphism). (2) Heat
(temo-metamorphism) or (2 ) Pressure (dynamo-meta-
laarphism).

(1) Sandstone may become consolidated by infilte-

ring of some cementing material. The hardened sand
sitoue is called quartzite.

'
•

(2) Great masses of igneous n^aterial in. a molten.
may, come in contact with the original' (iqocks antf

may change them into fused *or crygtaHiue i^ocKT Sand
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ratonemay become a quartzite, or a limestone may become
.

a’ crystalline marble.

(3) Irresistible pressure is produced by the crust

movement and the rocks get pressed and flattened. Shale

may in this way be changed into a hardened slate.

The pressure of the crust movement or the pressure

produced by the molten material that may inject itself

into any original rock has one great effect on the crystal-

line rocks. Their crystals are flattened. These flattened
crystals become folia ( leaves ), thick in the middle and
thin at the edges. The edges overlap each other and
hence rocks whose crystalline material is in a flattened

or foliated state are known as foliated rocks.

There are two groups of foliated rocks. In one
group the crystals are only slightly flattened and are not

'

separable into folia. A rock of this type is called a gneiss.

The term ‘ gneiss ’ refers to the foliated condition and
not to the composition of the rock and hence a gneiss with
granite, minerals will be granite gneiss and one with
diorite minerals will be a diorite gneiss and so on.

In the other group of the foliated rocks the crystals

are verymuch flattenedand the foila are easily separable.

The rocks of this type are called schists. < Schist' is a
term which refers to the foliated condition of the rocks.

^
A schist may according to the most prominent mineral or
rock forming it, be called a talc^schist, quartz-schist or
diorite schist &c.

_
In identifying rocks the work will be easier'if som©

system as given below is followed—
°

%
I ' fresh fracture shows the rock

to be close-grained, .dull, with no distiiK±.
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(a) Soft, crumbling, emits earthy smell, does not
effervesce with acid, it may be of any
colour as red, yellow, white, brown &c

—

then it may be shale or fire clay. If a little

bit hard it may be clay slate.

(^) White or yellowish, brisk, effervescence with,

acid, itmay be some variety of lime stone.

(c) With feeble effervescence, which is vigorous
on powdered material—may be dolomite.

.

(d) Brown to dull black in colour, slowly dissolv-

ed by acid—may be some iron ore.

(c) Black with weathered crust yellow or brown
—may be trap.

2. A fresh fracture shows the rock to be fragmental.
According to the size & shape of the fragments the

rock is classified as conglomerate, breccia, grit or sand-
stone.

The cementing material ma)* be lime, some iron
oxide or silica. If a drop of acid produces effervescence

'

:
it indicates the presence of lime. If-the grains show red-

I

dish, brownish ^f^c^loifr itv is, an indication of the
presence of iron -oxi^fc, When the matrix tg" exceedingly
hard, white in eolour it is probably siliceous. *

j

3. A fre|h.fracture is crykalline.
. ih »

If the compobfeiit 'crystids are . suffidi^n^y large there

J
is no difficulty in' ideptifyi^jtttsin.

'’

if the rock has. very
^ * minute crystals it should bd tested for its hardness.

'

(a) If it is easily scratched with knjfe.

(1) Effervescence with acid—limestone.



(2) EfFervescence only on powder—dolomite^

(3) No effervescence—gypsum.

(S) If the rock is not easily scratched it is some
silicate. If it contains magnetite it is some
variety of trap such as dolerite, basalt &c,
If it contains quartz crystals it is

’
granite

rhyolite etc.

A fresh fracture shows foliated structure*

(a) When sHghtly foliated—gneiss.

(b) When highly foliated—schist.



CHAPTER V.

Rock Systems of india ^

•s
“oy “"veniently be^-Awded into three parts ;-(l) the great Indo-GanLieanuv^I plammcludiag the Punjab, Sind, UppeTS

PO'*™ Of the pent utlying to the south and (3) the extra-peninsular .rea

materlYiS^^^ Titltdtt'anges &c. The peninsula has been a dry land forS e“^ “"^T“ “"“"S'* “ toLt ytaSThe txtra-pemnsular area has undergone great-comnres
Sion and disturbance.

i>reai; compres-

^

HistoricaUy rocks are classified according to the aLof their formations. In India we have the followifg
systems. (I he fonnations of the extra-peninsular area arenot included here.)

area are

10 Recent Alliiviuoi
9 Older. Alluyiuna
8 Laterite

Aryan 7 Tertiary
6 Deccan Trap
5 Coal bearing Strata, found in Cent-

% [ .
ral Provinces, Bengal &c. •
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the Peninsula

Puran / 4 Vindhyan
Group I 3 Cuddapah

Oldest /
^ I^harwar or transition

i 1 Crystalline gneisses and granites.

1. The oldest rocks in India are the granites and

Gneisses.
gneisses which occupy a larger area

in the Peninsula than all the other rocks
put together..

These are found occupying a very large portion of
the Madras presidency. In the Bombay presidency they
are found in Belgaum, Dharwar, North Kanara and Rat-
nagiri districts and in some parts of the Baroda state, the
Panch Mahals and the Aravali hills ofRajputana. These
rocks are also found in Orissa, Central Provinces and
Chota Nagpur. These rocks consist of felspar, quartz,
mica or.hornblende. Secondary minerals found in these
rocfe are chlorite, epidote, kaolin and sometimes acti-
nolite, corundum and apatite &c.

The granites form excellent building stones. They
take very good polish. Decomposition of felspar in the
granites and the gneisses yields kaolin, i

2. Dharwar system is also called the transition

Bharwat system.
found at present in the

r Bombay presidency and the Mysore state,.
it occupies a series of long bands of highly disturbed beds
folded and faulted into the gneiss. The bands extend
frcm the soU^tern limit of the Deccan trap to the Cau-
very valley.'

'

'Beales these larger bands there are some
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iis-.





-outliers like the gold-fields of Kolar. The rocks of the

DharAViir system are hornblende and chlorite schists,

phjdlitcs ( clay schists, with contemporaneous trap, dio-

rite, banded jasper, schistose slates and haematitic quart-

rites consisting of alternating layers of liaematite and

quartzite. The Dharwar system is important because

this is the system which contains gold in quartz reefs

in Southern India. This system is also met with in

Central Provinces, ( Jubbalpore &c. ) Gwalior, Bijwara

and Aravali region.

3. Next to the Dhawar system in age is the Cudda-

Oaddapahand
the Vyndhyan

f Vyndhyan sys- system. These two systems differ but
*ews-

ygjy slightly from each other. The

Vyndhyan is newer than the Cuddapah.

Cuddapah system gets its name from the town

Cuddapah in the Madras presidency where the rocks of

this system are found occupying a large crescent, shaped

area. In the Bombay Deccan the rocks of the Cuddapah

system are found in a basin called after the Kaladgi town.

From the Krishna below its confluence with the Ghata-

,
prabha, the Kaladgi rocks stretch continuously westward

? for more than 100 miles. The rocks of the Vyndhyan

sy^era m-e found to a certain extent over the Cuddapah

ijn ihe Madras
,

presidency but they are found occupying

lar^ areas in Bundelkhand, Malwa, between Agra and

Gwalior &c.

'

; r
' The rocks of this system are shales, sandston^, ccwi-

gldmerates, breccias, limestones, slates &c. The Vindhyan

’system contains the diampnd t^^ring stra% ^of India-
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T!ie sandstones form excellent building stones. Slialiabad

and Cuddapah limestones are used for flagging.

4. Above the Vindhyan is the coal bearing system
^

of India known as the Gondwana system.

The rocks of this system are found in
'

Central Provinces, Bengal, Eastern coast
i

&c. Small exposures are found in Kathiawar, Cutch and

Western Rajputana. The rocks of the Gondwana system .i

are shales and sandstones full of coal layers. The soils- ,1

of this formation are poor.

5. At the end of the Gondwana period a great,

revolution in the physical geography took

place. The Gondwana land was broken '

up. On the northern side, the rise of the

Hymalayan range took place while in the Peninsula

igneous action on a tremendous scale poured out lava

material over a large area. The present trap area is a

remnant of that igneous action. It is known as the

Deccan trap area. At present the trap occupies an

area of over 200,000 square miles covering Cutch, Kathi~

war, part of Gujarat, Deccan, Central India, western parts
“

of Central Province and the Hydrabad state. The trap

consists of lava eraf>tions coming out from and ,

cracks in the crust of the earth. There were three dis-

tinct periods in which the lava material was thrown out.

Between every two periods there was enough time for the

lava to cool and allow the formation of rivers and lakes
^

and allow plants and animals to live. These plants and y-

animals are found as fossils in rocks known as intertrap- =

pean because, they are aqueous rocks found between trap

^layers,, ^jidivldr^h^ta. layers vary in thickness from,

Goad-v^ana sys«

teiB.
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'10 to 25 feet and sometimes to 50 feet. Total thickness

of trap on the coast of Bombay is estimated at 10,000

feet. The word trap comes from a Swedish word which

means steps. The trap hills which consist of horizontal

lava layers present a step like appearance. Between the

trap layers sometimes red coloured earthy material is met

with. It is known as red bole. The colour of the trap

xock varies very much—from black colour to gray

light red or light green. The texture also varies from

exceedingly fine grained basalt to coarsely crystalline

dolerite. Vesicular trap is not uncommon. The vesicles

are many times found tilled with such minerals as calcite

quartz, zeolites &c. and the rock is then called amyg-

daloidal. The primary minerals of trap are the felspar,

p)rroxene and magnetite. The secondary minerals found

in trap are:—The different varieties of quartz, zeolite,

felspar, calcite and glauconite. Between the layers of

traps sometimes fossiliferous beds are met with. These

are known as intertrappean beds. The trap yields good

and strong building stones and material for road-metal.

6 . Newer than the trap and in some places overly-

ing it are rocks found in different parts
Tertiaiy system,

Bombay presidency. They are

called Tertiary. In the Surat and Broach districs ferru-

day, sandstones and limestones are found. Some

of -fte, limestones contain fossils of the nummulite

type^. ' In Kathiawar there are Dwarka beds consisting

of clays and sandy limestones. • Similar rocks are mfik

with in Cutch also. In Sind Tertiary rocks are met wi&
in the hills of Kirthar, Laki, Suleiman &c. The rocks are

of aqueous ori^n consisting of shales, sanS^toa^ and

lihiestones many of winch are fossiliferous.
’ * *



7. The laterite is newer than the tertiary rocks..

Laterite
Laterite is an argillaceous or clayey

rock with a large number of vesicles

or holes. It is soft when freshly dug out but hardens

on, exposure and is therefore used for building. It is

composed of hydrated oxides of alumina and iron and
sometimes contains oxide of manganese also. It is red,

yellowish red or mottled with white spots. The colour

is due to iron. Although the laterite is generally found
distributed on the tops of trap hills in the Deccan, Gen-

trai India and Central Provinces, yet it is observed on
other rocks and formations also. The .laterite is of two
types the high level laterite found on situations above
2000 feet and the low level laterite found on coastal areas

The low level laterite is of detrital origin and is formed of

the products of disintegration of the high level laterite.

There is a good deal of dispute with regard to the

formation of the laterite. It seems to be a subaerial de-

composition in situ of various rocks under a warm and
humid climate. 'UMer these conditions the silicates

decompose, the sili<si ~ is washed away and the hydrated

oxides of 'f alumiim and iron are left behind. This de-

composition is suppb^to be helped by certain organisms.

8. Thelndq-Gangeticalluviumextends oyer 300,000

square miles and includes Sind, Rajapu-

tana, the Punjab, the United Provinces,

Behar, Bengal and part of Aassam. It

seeins that OTiginally there was a depression at the foot

of the Himateyas connected with the upheaval of those

nwuntains.’^'I^d^ is now filled with the waste
of the high iaiMfe>»^|tenes&»of fhis material is over

I^do-Gangetio
Allnrimin
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lOOO feet and consists of silt and full of lime. The
material is brought down by the Indus, the Ganges and

the Bramhaputra &c. There are evidences to show that

these rivers have changed their courses from time to time.

The Indus for instance, flowed once into the Gulf of

Cambay, then in the Rann of cutch and now in its

present place.

9 . Among the recent alluvial deposits are those

found on the banks and at the mouths ofthe rivers Nax*

bada, Tapi, Godavari, Krishna, Cawery &c. They include

the black cotton soils of Gujerat and the Deccan.



CBAPTER VI

Formation OF Soils.

is the layer of mora. or less disintegrated rock,

'^finitionofsou
^'[!;!££59ie£!^iarge portion of the surface

of the earth anH~ whicli is

siiitabie
_
digiatic conditions to support the growth of

pEitsi in addSioErtd’”fhe" mineral "constituents which
usUStly'lform the largest portion, all soils contain some
qimntity of organic matter resulting from decay of previ-

ous vegetable growth. Soil also contains varying quanti-

water, gases and living organismsripr^"soU'reS;s
^ sub-sdilT

' ^ —

The suBsctiHff'found immediately below the soil and

Subsoil.
tietween it and the layer of unweathered

« rock. The subsoil is seldom stirred by
tillage ahd hence is generally more compact than the soil

and is often of a different colour. Its component particles

are coarser than those which form the soil. The subsoil

is formed acdinarily from the disintegration of the rock
on which the subsoil stands. The soil is aTurth^ step
in the disintegration. Soils and subsoils which eare foi

by washing of the disinterred roti^ np^ Ti^ i oh
tl^ rocks from wHeh thejr :'ire demred. Ifhe' CnOTgardc
mat^ial of the subtil is m a less available form to the
plants than that found in the soil. The subsoil cmntains a
-smaller quantity Cffganic*matter and a smaller number
ctf organikns than the soil. The water and gaseS may
be loesent in ai^y picopor|on,filh respect tihe sub-
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Book,

The rock is comparatively a hard and -undisinte-

grated mineral matter. The mineral

matter in the rock is mostly in an un-

available form to the plants. The rock contains but a

negligible quantity of organicmatter (except in peats and

coal fields) and living organisms.

.• As all soils are derived from rocks and all the rocks

are composed of minerals we must have

Soil-forming
mil^erals,.

knowledge of the decomposition of mine-

; rals and rocks by the various decompose*

ing agencies to help in judging the probable composition

and character of a soil. Although the number of mine-

rafe^ tery^ large/* yet those minerals that are prominent-

ilm;^,h<^ned in the formation of soils, form^ ^
sp[iidl ^'oup. The soil forming minerals are

a^^its varieties, felspars, hornblen'de and aug^|P4jaifi»%'
j

trnr<^ fjoloTa.itoaad gypsujptl/ <

)|the te^eoirdecomposmon of the nainerals and rocks
|

\pill depend on climatic conditions. In
j

S^oom- cold countries the water as a solvent

-ij'"'?**
" will be less active than ip warmer di-

tin the other hand in cold countries expansion

and cd&ktion of particles produced hy freezing and

^i?^g break down the rock! mechanically^ In Mia

ms similar disintegration may be produced byex-

; Variations in tempmture. In humid climtes

and vegetable matter ,
may help decomposition of

^i^d rocks.
^

•

1 i a#id its varieties—Quartz is silicon dioxide *

"''y,,' either crystalline or ^amorphnus. Iln

' mechanks.!. disintegration mmre* in

.«-P> f



advance than its chemical distintegration. Mechanically

it is reduced to powder forming the sand which con-

stitutes a large portion of soil. Sillica though in the

ordinary sense is insoluble yet it is not altogether in-

soluble. Even at ordinary temperature it dissolves

slightly in water. At high temperature and pressure

underground water is able to dissolve it in an appreci-

able quantity. Water containing carbon dioxide dis-

solves silica especially by breaking the silicates. Fine

silica deposited on the stems of grasses and such crops

as rice is all from the soluble silica absorbed by plants;

a^ then deposited on stems.

. .Felspars are silicates of aluminium and of one or

more of the following ;—sodium, potas-

*
. sium, and calcium. Felspars being less

h£^ tlian quartz are ground down more easily than .

quartz |^y the mechanical agents. It is turned into a

fine, gqyrder. Chemically also it is attacked more easily

than qjiartz.. Water containing carbon dioxide attacks

felspmrs and decomposesTE The products of the decoi%

position of felspars are free silica forming sand, hydrated ,

silicate
,

of aluminiuin. called which fqrms the clay

, in tlm soil and corbonates of such metals as sodiuu*,,

pote«um or calcium ^ ruay beprq^t ih I,

minerA . The felspars,^us yield a Wgq»|iuinbi^ df'aoi ,

constituents.
_ .1^:;

' ‘

Hornblende or amphibole and pyroxene or augite

‘HotnbJSade
verydittle in their composition

‘i^fcdm eadi other. Tlmy are, silicate of

alAupa, limCj jnagn^i^and iron
; manganese and al^i

metals also are generally present. Hornblende although.
"
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:

of the same hardness as felspar ya decomposes more

quickly than the felspar because in the first place it ha,s

an easy cleavage and therefore cracks rotidily anc

Iv because it contains ferrous silicate, it is attacked

quickly by the atmospheric oxygen. Water contaunng

mbon dioxide and oxygen attacks the mineral in various

ways producing ultimately a little

f f .

bonates of lime and magnesia, oxides of iron and ais

perhaps small quantities of carbonates oi

Micas constitute a group of minerals vfhmh contain

silicate of alumina with a silicate of one

or more of the following bases;—potash,

soda, iron or magnesia. The micas have a te^ency to

form thin flakes and in the muscoYhe vane >

stable and resist decomposition but m
^

the flakes decompose comparatively easi >

.

ultimately give silicate of alumina, oxides o w

icarbonates of tlie other bases.

;> Zeolites are silicates of alumina, potash an -

They are in abundance m certain

—
' of the Deccan trap but in the so^m

lenWthey may not be present in

. ‘are many times formed by alteration m ®
'roWum

Sitain water and their peedanty is that

,V. potassium, so($um &c. which they
contact

,
. other metft when their salts are bjo^

'

'•:;;;%seolite powder. Itissupposed

soils help Ab retsiBing some o
^

Galcite and limestone are abundant

composition is calcium carhoSh^e*
^

^ *

naif.ite. . : -1-- ..rtetAVori ivv wftM containnag:
I

' • *> ^ •

are easily att^eked i>y„

If* ^

mM: : .I’ll ..'ifeWT
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carbon dioxide. Lime is essential as a plant-food, and its

agricultural importance arises also from its effect in alter-

ing the texture of soils and in modifying the chemical
changes attending decay of organic matter. The presence
of c^cium carbonate acting as a base is essential to the

important process of nitrification. Dolomite is a double
carbonate oflime and magnesia and resembles limestone

in its decomposition.

Gypsum is calcium sulphate. It is slightly soluble

Gypsum.
water and mechanically it is easily

reduced to powder. It improves the
physical condition of the soil when added at the rate of
about 200 lbs. per acre. It also helps nitrification.

Iron oxide is essential in soil for proper plant growth

Iron oxides.
seldom wanting in the soil. It

'
is generally present as limonite. The red

• and brcSte colours of soils are due to the presence
of iron.

All the rocks of the earth crust when disintegrated

and decomposed from soils. Yet there are
certain rocks which are typical and which
occupy Im’ge areas and it is these rocks,.,;

wWeh might be taken as the chief sources of the d^ereat f’r

sods. They are :—Granite, diorite, gneiss, trap, sand^he.
shale, limestone, laterite and alluvial material. The soil

resulting ftom ^a rock is determined by the minerals
of which the rock is made. Sometimes soils derived
from rocks of the same name differ in their qualities.
This happens because although the roclcs may contain

.minerals ^y may be present in different
> proportions. -J^r-ing^l^a ^nite mtay consist mainly



may consist mainly of quartz and mica 'wim a binaii

tity of felspar. Notwithstanding such variations, a

fairly approximate general estimate of the qualities^ of

the soils can be made by the study of the decomposition

of rocks.

Granites ordinarily consist of potash felspar, quartz

and mica. The soils derived Irom granites,

Granite soils,
therefore^have generally enough of potaA '

and a very small quantity of lime. If hornblende is
‘

sent in the place of mica or is a secondary imneral lime

also is found to be in good quantity. Sometimes apatite

is found as a secondary mineral which is then able to

supply both lime and phosphoric acid. By mechanical

disintegration the felspar is reduced to clay but the

quartz breaks down very slowly and therefore the soi

may be a mixture of very fine clay full of lar^n paita-

cles of quartz. If the land is sloping the clay m easily

washed down into the valley. The soils at the higher

level are of coarse quartz particles and therefore not

fertile while the soils in the valley containing only cold

stiff clay are difficult for cultiration. .

Dioriteismadeupof,%l8par and hdrnblonde. Al-

though Whhlende disintegrates slightly

DiorUe than felspar yet the material

j'^Woduced is of the same size of particles and hence t^e

W separation of the 4ecompositiQn productspErcto

' " ktesfttwQ minerals. The soils contain generally ^enwgh



sitionasthe granites and henceths soils derived from

them are like those of granite origin.

The trap rock consists essentially of felspar, horn-

blende or augite, magnetite and some-
Trap soils,

olivine. The disintegration of the

important minerals like felspar and hornblende is fairly

uniform. Between themselves the two minerals supply the

necessary quantities of potash, lime, magnesia and small

quantities of other ingredients. In granites, felspar is the

only source of clay but in the trap both felspar and horn-

blende yield clay. The soils produced from trap are

generally more productive than the soils derived from

t^ranites. A granite soil, in addition to the sand will

insist of kaolin (forming clay ) and potash from its

felspar^ A trap soil in addition to the siliceous matter

kaolin and potash from its felspar will generally contain,

lime, magnesia and iron oxides derived from its horn-

blende. It therefore yields more substances required for

vegetable-life than granite.

It is sometimes difficult to speak of the qualities of

a sandstone soil without studying the ori-

Sand-sione sohs.
^ndstone with regard to the mine-

rals present in it. Iri the humid regions the sandstone

soils are generally poor because they mainly consist of

quartz grains, the rest of the minerals being easily de-

composed are removed by washing. In an arid region

on the other hand these minerals are not removed by

"washing and they fojm grains which look as hard- as

those of quartz but yidd plant food when they are acted

upon by water. Such soils,’ therefore, prove to be pro-

ductive when •irriga’^1 In giving an opinion on the



sandy soils the original sandstone and the climatic con-

ditions of the locality must be carefully considered. All

-sandstone soils are, however, open, porous and easily

workable or "light” as they are many times called.

Shales consist of finer particles than sandstone. The

soils derived from them are more reten-

tive of water than sandstone soils but

less retentive than clay soils. They generally contain

enough of potash but are poor in lime and phosphoric

acid. These soils respond to manures.

Soils derived from limestones are rich in lime and

are clayey. Many times they may prove
.

to be impervious and they may be want-

ing in potash and phosphoric acid. If these soils get

anixed with soils derived from other rocks they yield good

^ops.

The laterite itself is formed by a peculiar weathering

by which silica, alkalies and lime &c. are
iaterite soils,

-^vaghedaWay and consequently there is

ap increase in the iron and alumina. Laterite soils are

generally red and many^times deficient in some of the

plant food constituents,
“

are light, porous and

-paany times hungry. They are theiefore not fertile soils.

'^ however, the laterite soils get mixed with materials,

especially clayey materials—derived from other rocks

ihey* live e-xcellent crops.

The rich alluvial soils contain inorganic ma^brials

which have b»n transported from a dis-'
soils

Thi

tfa many cases are derived^ frc^ varipus rocks and the re-

'Shale soils

IfirEkestone soil



suiting soil, therefore, possesses greater fertility than any
soil formed exclusively by the decomposition of one
kind of rock. Transported soils have generally sufficient
plant food constituents and they are in such a condition
that they are available to plants. These soils are gene-
rally well drained.



Soils of India,

Out of the various rock formations of India there
are three which occupy very large areas and it is on this
account that the soils derived from these formations com-
a vast area of the Indian land. The soils may be classi-
fied into three main groups as follows:--(l) Soils derived^
from granites and gneisses, (2) Soils derived from the
B^ron frap, both of which occupy jthe peninsular area
aad (3) The alluvial soils mostly made up of the Indo-
Gangetic alluvium.

Soils derived from the granites and the gneisses

^
a very large area. They cover

till aad gaoin^fi. eastern and socithern parts of the

^

^

Peninsula including most of the* Madras
Presidency^ Mysore state and the southern part of the
Bbmbay Presidency. They occupy fa large part o^
Hlydrabad state, the Central Rroviaces, Orissa and Chota

.
Nagpur. The soils vary very »ttch. On the arid uplands
,|hfiy are thin, light colouresd and stony. Such soils arc
jwor in their yield. On the low lands they are somb
times very clayey and yield good crops only when there

'1^ good and heavy rain. The .red and red-brown soils

<lCday»ydaaracter found on fairly level land are fertile.
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irrigation which is extensive in certain parts, a great
variety of valuable crops are grown. The soils in the
southern part of the Bombay presidency, which are de-
rived from granites and gneisses are found in the Bel-
gaum, Dharwar and North Kanara Districts. They are
soinetimes mixe£with soils from laterite or schists of
various t3T)es. Where they are clayey they are yello-
wish, red or brown. They are fertile and in well drained
situations grow a great variety of crops. They grow rice
in the low-lying fields, in other places fruit trees grow
well. The light coloured soils are generally poor. The
soils described above are in most cases deficent in
phosphoric acid, nitrogen and organic matter.

The second rock formation which occupies a large

Trap soils.
Peninsula is the Deccan Trap.

The trap soils are therefore found over
vast areas especially in the Bombay Deccan, Berar, the
Western third of the Central Provinces and the Western
half of the Hydrabad state. The soils throughoutthis
area v^ to a great extent in character and productive-
ness. On the uplands and on the slopes the soils are
hght coloured, thin and poor. On the low lands and in
the valleys deep relatively clayey soils are found winch
grow exceUent crops ofjotsar or wheat under favourable
rmn conditions. Along the Ghats rice is common on
embanked and terraced soils. Medium black soils are good
for frmt culture and for vegetables under irrigation.

f a deep black^yey soil found generally below the level of the foot-
formed, by the washing of the disintegrated

iDatenalfrpmuhigher leveLIp the -third volume of the
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Imperal Gazetteer the black cotton soils are described as

follows:—“Black cotton soil occurs within the area of

the Deccan trap in undulating or sloping situations, be-

, low the general level of the foot-hills. It varies in depth

according to position and, where very deep, has been

accumulated by alluvial deposit. In places .
in the valley

I
of the Tapti, the Narbada, the Godavari and the Krishna

heavy black soil is often 20 feet in depth. Owing to its

dense consistence it becomes unworkable during heavy

rains, and in these places, is better adapted for rabi crops

of wheat, linseed, gram &c. than for cultivation in the

.Kton/ season. The black cotton soil of the Deccan trap

which grows cotton and jowar as staple crops in the

jEilarz/season, is as a rule, only three or four feet deep

and is mixed with nodular pieces of limestone and small

fragments of disintegrated trap. The subsoil contains a
good deal of lime being shaly, allows free drainage to

thhtrap rock below. Black soils vary in colour, consis-

tence, and fertility, but all are highly retentive of mois-

ture. In the hot weather shrinkage due to evaporation

causes the formation of numerous craks which are often

sey^l feet deep. This feature has given origin to the

;
.cpiaimon saying. “ Black soil ploughs itself”. The deepet

,
^ck cotton soils aye entirely unsuitable for irrigation;

,4 jthe mixed black soil found in the smaller valleys,

wli^p it is of moderate depth and the substratum affcarda*

good natural drainage, admits of well irrigation and pro-

I
du^ hndfiar liberal cultivation ah kipds of garden aops.

Tko depth to the subsoil water in these situatiorfsia

usually ;
25 to 32 feet. Outside the Deccan trap arto the

bkiCk cottoh soil predominates in Surat -^ndtBHia^

,cts.



Fure black cotton soil is generally known as regar
aad it is believed that percentages of soluble silicates, iron
and alumina which^it contains, are fairly constant within
moderate limits.

constant. Lime varies in amount and also

in which it is found,

and as silicate

portion.
""

it is not usually defective

The amount of magnesia is also very

in the form
It occurs usually both as carbonate

Magnesia is always present in high pro-
The quantity of potash varies considerably, but

J. The amount of phosphoric
add, nitrogen and organic matter is usually or frequently
low”.

In India the alluvial tracts are very extensive and
they form the most fertile areas. The'
most important alluvial tract in expanse

i

is the Indo-Gangetic plain. This plain i

extends from Sind in the west to Bengal in the east and
thus occupies the whole of Northern India. It covers
Sind, Gujerat, Rajpufena, the Punjab, the United Pro- 4
Vinces and Bengal. There are other alluvial tracts :

besides the Indo-Gangetic plain. These are the Goda-
vari, Krishna and Tanjore Districts, strips of aUuyial

'

material along the eastern and the western g^is I

and also along the courses of the various

the Peninsula.
.

.

The soils of the Indo-Gangetic plain vary in colour
from ash to brown* In their consistency also they vary
from coarse sands:to clayey soils sometimes so sticky as
to Be impervious. The alluvial soils of other tracts are
dark coloured loams* The amount of nitrogen and
organic ;.matter-!*iB|^^ alluvial soils is generally lowj

,,

l^hosphcrirkid though than in other

Indo-Gangetio
Alluvium.



bozis. rotasa is adequate while lime is present in large
quantities. The proportion of iron and alumina also is high.

1 he soil of the Punjab alluvial loam, is generally

Tile Punjab aoiis.
fairly uniform in character.

There are local differences howover,the
soil of the Lower Bari Doab canal colony being, for
asampls, a heavier loam than that of the Lower Chenab
canal colony.

In the United Provinces the Indo-Gangetic soil

The TJ p soil'’
ci^smical compo-

tion and even with regard to structure

and the size of particles the differences are not pronouno

^
Even those soils which are locally considered as

clays cbntain a considerable proportion of sand. The
soils have sufficient lime and potash but they are poetj

in phcsphoric acid and nitrogen.

North Bihar is a level plain falling gradually from the
* foot of the Hyraalayas but with a belt
Mar and Onssa

foirfy high land along tlio ban.L of the

Ganges. The soil consists mostly of the

ol^r alluvium or bandar of the Gangetic plain, which isr

a'|®ll6wish clay with Kankar. .;The low lands are ato-

pc&d of recent deposits of sand and silt brought dowh by
jSajall rivers during flood time. This recent aUaviai is

very retentive of moisture. ‘

In Bengal the soils are all of Ihdo'zGangetic alluvium:

There are as everywhere else local diffe-

® rences. The ol^ aUuvium of RajashaM

and Burdwan divisions is a stiff and intractable sofl*’ not

very.retentive of moisture, whilst the alluvial land im

Wescera Bengal is usually loamy and fairly-eaey to work*



¥III.

from Sind which is the Northernmost division of th(
Bombay Presidency and which is covered with the receni
formation of the Indo-Gangetic alluvium we might proce-
ed southword towards the Karnatic which is the southern-
most part of the Presidency and is covered with the
oldest rock formation.

Sind consists of the valley of the lower Indus and

Sind soils:,
comprises three distinct tracts—the Kohi.,
Stan, or hiUy country, on the extreme,

west, the central alluvial plain, watered by the Indus,
and the Thar, or desert, on the eastern boarder. The
central plain is the most important portion. The soils of
this portion are entirely alluvial. They vary in character
from drA sands to stiff clays. In some places the soil is.nch especially where tracts are covered with dilt^
laden waters. ...

alluvial tract||pn each side of ;the Indius areannuahy submerged id the inundation season and largeareas which are covered bv snin--tjrot-o.. ^ .
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add and "even nitrogen under proper cultivation. At
some places the Sind soils show formation of salt inorusta*

tion on the soils making them unfit for cultivation. These
soils are called Aa/ar. The salts are not due in man)’-

cases to water-logging but are due to the downward and

upward movement of water, which leaves the dissolved

salts behind on evaporation. It is only in a few casQS

that the Kalar is developed due to water-logging.

Oujerat soils.

Gujerat can be divided into three tracts according

to the soils it contains. These are :—(1)

The Panch Mahal tract, (2) The Northern

Gujerat tract and (3) The Southern Gujerat tract.

The Panch Mahal tract stands by itself in the allu-

vial land of Gujerat. The predominent rocks there, are
,

granites and gneisses and therefore, as expected the

soils are light coloured, sliallow, and poor, while in the

low-lying areas, deep, rich dark coloured loams, retentive

of moisture are common. These soils can give two crops

in a year, Usually there is maize ii? the Khan/ season

and wheat in the rabi season.

In the north Gujerat tract consisting of Ahmedabad

and Kaira districts the soil is alluvial of the Indo-Gange-

tic type and is called Goradu soil. Goradu soils are

characterised by immense depth. They are distinctly

in character, varying from drift sands of the

districtto the iridi loams of Kaka and BorBj|(d.

They vary in colour from light ash to rich brown,

soils do not crack. They are very suitable

tion and much of the best well irrigation of the

is on this land. Along the rivers there are

Bhatha formed fran silt..



Ths Southern Gujerat tract comprises the Broach

and Surat districts. The soils of this tractate the (1) deep

black soils, (2) the bhaiha soils, (3) the Gorai soils and

(4) the Kiari soils. All these soils are ofalluvial character.

They are however not of the lado-Gangetic type. The

main source of the deep black soils of Broach and Surat

is trap with a little granite or gneiss. The colour ofthe

soils is black and they are very deep. They are the black

cotton soils which are already described. They are also

known as rsgur. The bhatha soils are red, brown or

chocolate in colour. They are alluvium deposited by
rivers during high flood. The fertility of these soils may
be renewed every year by fresh silt. These soils are

found in belts along the Tapti and Narbada banks. The
bhatha soils grow excellent irrigated crops. Old bhatha

soils are found sometimes away from the present rivers.

They are called gorat soils. They are alluvial in chara-

cter and are suited for irigation. Kiaris are rice soils in

low-lying areas, receiving drainage from the surrounding

country.

The,Deccan is made up of the following Districts :

—

’

. ... EM; and West Khandesh, Nasik, Poona,

' I 'tfm
^at«^, Ahmednagar and Sholapur. The

r'''
^

T soils',hi all these districts are entirely

trap. I Khandesh soils form one group

and the rest of the has three l^orthsouth strips of

soils parallel to the Western Ghats.

^ . -r-i .

-

The ^ils are black cotton soils and hence

. deep and retentive especially
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I

The detailed description of black cotton soils has already

been given and hence need not be repeated here. The-

remaining portion of the Deccan districts may be divided

into(i) The high lying strip along the western G/iajfs-

hilly in character with heavy rain-fall and having soils of

a very shallow character. On these soils rice and small

millets are grown on terraces. (2) A strip of country

which is less hilly, and has sufficient and certain rainfaU

is the second. Soil in this part is not very deep. Both

hkarif rabi crops as also irrigated crops are taken

in this strip, (3) The third is the eastern most strip of

the Deccan which has uncertain rainfall. This part has

got deep black soils which are retentive and with enough

rainfall they give excellent crops. The wheat lands of

,J^asik and fof Kopargaon in Ahmednagar, rabi jowar '

lands of Ahmednagar and Sholapur, are black soils. The

^divisions of soils shown above are very rough. These

Sbils are all from trap. They simply indicate the stage

of decomposition of the rock and the nature of accumula-

tion of the soil. Even in one village we may meet with

all types of soils.

Near the Ghats the proportion of the shallow sods

will be great with only a small are^, if,at aU; uud6f black

soils while in the eastern strip the proportion of tte black

: deep soils will bear a liigh proportidi to the shallow spila.

& are soils found on the river banks which are

afuhalile for garden crops. Along the canals in some

places salt lands have develop^ in recent yefts.* The
’

cause,is invariably the rise of subsoil water which is nek.’

IJ

Jrffiped aWhy da account of itnpervious

;

aryiag from a foot or two to ssve,n or e

j at deptto

eet. 'The
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salt lands are unfit for cultivation as the salts prove topoisonous to plants.
S’ prove to be-

In some parts ofAhmednagar and Sholapur districts
varying size are found in the

fields. The soils in which these stones are found arefine in texture and fairly fertile. The stones are brought
up by tillage. They slowly decompose into soil andLm no way troublesome to^he crop.

Thana and Kolaba di^ricts have trap soils. Ratana
TheKonkansoiis^?” laterite soils. On the northern

laterite is over the trap while onto southern side it is over the gneiss. Ms of NorthKanm are derived ftom a variety ofrocks. The wMe
, ,y

Konkan is hilly and has thin and porous soils Near thecc^st we meet with some deeper seUs ou level ^7x^1
s: rni(")trntr ®

wflTds^ ^t
grow salt-rice onsuch^nds. They are caUed IC/iarvai.

lands are foun’d alongthe coast in the Thana^ct. They have light easily workable sods. Variousfcnds ofgardenaops are grown on them. PracS
there are no deep cla;^y soils ajong the coast line and at

.

•
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many places garden crops can biei?^own if water in good
q.uantity is available.

North Kanara is the southernmost district of Kon-
kan. On the top of the Ghats and uplands the soil is

laterite. Much of the land is under forest. Rice is grown

where land has been cloned. In the valleys between

hills there are gardens growing belet nut, cardamom and

pepper &c. The soils of these gardens are derived from

shales. Where these valleys open out rice is the chief

crop grown. The coast line is covered with soil derived

from low-level laterite or decomposing gneisses. The
soils of the North Kanara vary from yellowish to red in

Coloiir.<i' 'SThey are well drained and porous and in place^

veirjr hungry. They are poor in lime and phosphoricacida

Three districts are included in Karnatak—Belgaum^

^matalEgdils
Dharwar and Bijapur. The Belgatun

8
8

(jistrict has granite and gneiss formation

on its southern side where it meets the boundaries ofDhar-

and North Kanara, sandstone formation in its eastern

part where it meets Bijapur, on the northern and western

side it has trap, in many places coverd with laterite. The

soils of the Belgaum districtmaturally vary very much.

The soils derived from only laterite or sandstone are very

porous and also poor. Where the laterite or ^ndstone

soils are mixed with trap soils they make a very, good

'|||stare and produce excellent crops. Neat BelgaUttki.

tte soils are formed by a mwlnre of material d«ited.

fiwsn loth the and heap. These soils are ifch^;

and gtfr«f;/ice and'aITsmte!pf„vegetables. ThSl^j^are...

' gpdd f<Mr irrigated cro^,
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